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ABSTRACT
When ramping up production volumes, hardware startups are required to identify and tackle
obstacles in multiple areas of business including finance, sales, engineering, manufacturing, and
servicing. NVBOTS, a Boston based 3D printer manufacturing startup, is going through a similar
phase of production ramp-up of its printers. This thesis documents the process that the MIT M.Eng.
team went through to identify such obstacles at NVBOTS. This process provides insights into what
other startups in similar positions may explore.
The topic of manufacturing systems was identified as a potential area of improvement as NVBOTS
ramps up its production. Discrete event manufacturing simulation models are developed to
evaluate two base production strategies – CONWIP and CONWIP-BtO hybrid. This thesis details
the modeling mechanisms used to develop the simulation models. Performance trade-offs that exist
for these two production strategies with respect to lead time and production floor inventory levels
are analyzed. Effects of various policy levers such as CONWIP and BtO batch sizes are studied,
and recommendations for these levers are made. The CONWIP policy is recommended for when
lead time requirements for NVBOTS become strict. The CONWIP-Build to Order policy is not
recommended given the low lead time benefit it offers compared to a pure Build to Order policy.
Following feedback from NVBOTS on these two policies, an advanced Late Stage Differentiation
CONWIP-BtO model is developed. This is done to evaluate the potential of late stage
differentiation for when NVBOTS expands its product lines. Performance of this policy with
respect to lead time and inventory levels is studied for different values of CONWIP and BtO batch
sizes, number of workers and worker utilization. Potential plans of action for NVBOTS to tackle
higher demands in the future are analyzed.
The work described in this thesis covers roughly half of the project on manufacturing systems at
NVBOTS. The other half is covered in Alexander Willem Anton van Grootel’s thesis [1]. Van
Grootel’s thesis focuses on capacity estimation of NVBOTS’ current facility and variants of the
BtO policy. In contrast, this thesis analyzes CONWIP and CONWIP-BtO policies.
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Terminology Used


Batch fill-up time: This refers to the time that it takes to fill up a batch of sales/demands
before production for that batch can begin.



BtO: Build to Order. This is a manufacturing policy where production starts only when a sale
or batch of sales is made. This policy is discussed in detail in van Grootel’s thesis [1].



CONWIP: Constant Work In Progress. This is a pull based manufacturing policy that
maintains a fixed inventory in a system.



CONWIP-BtO: This is a hybrid manufacturing policy in which upstream production is done
with a CONWIP policy and downstream production is done with a BtO policy. The interface
between the two portions is referred to as CONWIP to BtO boundary.



CV: Coefficient of Variation. This is a standardized measure of dispersion in a statistical
distribution. It is defined as the ratio of the standard deviation to the mean of the distribution.



Lead time: This refers to the time for which a demand has to wait before it is fulfilled. Note
that for the purpose of this thesis, lead time includes only production time, and does not include
shipping time.



RPQ: Released Parts Queue. A queue that is used in the simulation models to ensure that work
orders are collected properly. Parts are released on to the production floor via this RPQ,
following which production starts.



SOP: Standard Operating Procedure. This refers to a standardized instruction used for
production operations to improve uniformity of performance and reduce miscommunication.



WIP: Work In Progress. This is the amount of in-process inventory on a production floor.
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1 Introduction
This section provides an overview of this thesis and sets the context for the project.

1.1 Purpose of this Document
There are three purposes of this document. The primary purpose is to communicate the results of
a simulation to NVBOTS, a Boston based 3D printer manufacturing startup. The simulation is
designed to test different manufacturing strategies. Specific points include informing NVBOTS
about the trade-offs that exist among and within different policies, and approximate lead times and
inventory levels that are expected under different settings.
The secondary purpose is to provide sufficient information about the models and their working
should NVBOTS or future M.Eng. teams decide to do further testing with these models.
The tertiary purpose is to communicate to hardware startups, including NVBOTS, some challenges
associated with scaling up businesses.

1.2 Overview of this Document
The project at NVBOTS is done in a group of three, referred to as the M.Eng. team. While this
thesis is distinct from the other two, some sections of the three theses are similar if not identical.
All theses from the M.Eng. team involve the scale up of manufacturing at NVBOTS. Besides the
author, the group includes Rakshith Gokaram Narayana Murthy, whose thesis addresses inventory
management at NVBOTS [2], and Alexander Willem Anton van Grootel, whose thesis is on the
subject of manufacturing systems [1]. The author’s thesis deals with long term manufacturing
strategies while van Grootel’s thesis focuses on short term strategies. Sections that are done in
collaboration with Gokaram Narayana Murthy and van Grootel are pointed out.
Section 1 of this thesis gives context to NVBOTS by introducing NVBOTS as a company, going
over typical challenges faced by hardware startups, and discussing the field of additive
manufacturing.
Section 2 discusses the problem statement and the problem formulation process of the M.Eng.
team. It provides justification for focusing on the topic of manufacturing systems in this thesis.
Note that the contents of Section 1 and Section 2 are shared in all the three theses, although the
other theses may have different structures.
16

Section 3 discusses literature on some common manufacturing and production strategies, their
features, merits, demerits and real world applications.
Section 4 introduces the simulation by going over assumptions and general mechanisms that are
used across different models. The working and basic mechanics of CONWIP and CONWIP-Built
to Order models are discussed. Note that these are referred to as the base models, and are analyzed
in Section 5. The assumptions and general mechanisms parts of this section are shared between
van Grootel’s and the author’s theses.
Section 5 provides detailed analysis of CONWIP and CONWIP-Built to Order models. The effects
of various levers on performances of both policies are explained. Trade-offs that exist for each
policy are detailed. Together with the analysis of van Grootel’s models, some initial suggestions
for NVBOTS are made.
Section 6 talks about the development and analysis of a Late Stage Differentiation CONWIP-Build
to Order policy for when NVBOTS decides to expand its product lines. Recommendations for the
CONWIP to Build to Order boundary are made, followed by recommendations for various levers.
Potential plans of action to tackle higher demand scenarios are discussed.
Section 7 summarizes findings from the author’s thesis, and makes recommendations for
NVBOTS.
Section 8 discusses potential projects at NVBOTS for future M.Eng. teams. It also discusses other
problems identified by the M.Eng. team during the problem formulation phase. Majority of the
content in this section is shared in all the three theses.

1.3 NVBOTS
1.3.1 Company Overview
New Valence Robotics Corporation (NVBOTS) is a Boston based 3D printer manufacturing
startup founded in March 2013 by four former MIT students. NVBOTS is the world’s first and,
currently, the only manufacturer of automated 3D printers that can function without human
intervention. It achieves this through an automated removal system and a cloud-based software
platform.
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The mission of NVBOTS is to build a globally distributed network of intelligent automated
additive manufacturing equipment [3]. NVBOTS’ 3D printers are connected to a cloud-based
interface through which users can send print jobs that queue up and are processed in the system.
Once a print job has been released and completed, the printed part is automatically removed from
the print bed using a patented removal mechanism. This gets the printer ready for the next print
job. The NVBOTS logo is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1: NVBOTS Logo [4].

Since its inception, NVBOTS has been committed to deliver on three fronts: “education,
innovation and commercialization”. Its flagship product, the NVPro, caters to the education sector,
which is currently NVBOTS’ primary market. However, NVBOTS has begun to delve into the
commercial space as well.
NVBOTS is planning to expand its products lines. NVLABS, NVBOTS’ R&D division, is
developing an ultra-high speed, multi-metal 3D printer. This has been described as an “automated
factory in a box” that is capable of printing multiple metals in the same build [5].
NVBOTS offers its NVPro customers a seamless software platform – NVCloud – through which
print jobs can be monitored and approved from any device, at any time, from anywhere. Customers
have complete access to NVLibrary, which is a comprehensive digital database of curricula, lesson
plans and ready-to-print part designs catered to the education sector. The extensive library and
ease of use of the machines make NVBOTS a popular choice in this market.
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1.3.2 NVBOTS Facility
At the time of writing of this thesis, NVBOTS employs 18 full time employees across engineering,
software development, production, operations, and sales teams. The production floor is
approximately 1,200 square feet.
Every subassembly has a workbench, and workers move from one workbench to another to
complete the assembly of a printer. All the raw material stock keeping units (SKU) are stored in
the inventory room until a work order is issued for making new printers or subassemblies. When
a work order is issued, workers kit the required raw material and bring it to the production floor
for assembly.
NVLABS is where research and development for the metal 3D printing technology is carried out.
A schematic of the facility layout is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Layout of NVBOTS’ Facility.

1.3.3 About NVPro and NVCloud
The first NVPro 3D printer to be released was the RevE (‘Revision E’) version in 2014. With
constant technological advancement, engineering development and study of existing printers,
numerous design improvements have been made to the printer. The revisions are labeled
alphabetically, and the current revision of the NVPro is RevH.
19

The NVPro 3D printer shown in Figure 3 is an FDM printer with a build volume of up to 570 cubic
inches (9,340 cubic centimeters) and a layer resolution of 100 microns. The material extruded
through the nozzle is PLA (polylactic acid), which is laid out layer-by-layer at a maximum print
speed of 180 millimeters per second [6]. Since the printer has automated part removal and a camera
that allows real time viewing, the need for an external operator is mostly eliminated.
Users can communicate with the printer using NVCloud. The dashboard, shown in Figure 4 and
Figure 5, displays a live feed of the current print job, shows temperatures of the nozzle and the
print bed, provides the ability to queue and manage multiple print jobs, indicates the amount of
filament remaining, and provides access to NVLibrary [7].

Figure 3: NVPro Printer [6].

Figure 4: NVCloud dashboard with the printer’s live feed [7].
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Figure 5: NVCloud’s print preview feature [7].

1.3.4 NVBOTS Growth Phase
NVBOTS is currently experiencing high growth and is looking to ramp up its production volume
from about 20 printers a year to about 200 printers a year. It is planning to restructure its
manufacturing and operations to accommodate this transition.
Within a few months, NVBOTS is planning to move to a bigger facility that will build the NVPro
plastic printers, metal printers, and printers of flexible materials (called ‘flexi printers’). Both metal
and flexi printers are currently under development.

1.4 Hardware Technology Startups
1.4.1 Overview of Hardware Startups
An important distinction needs to be made between two broad categories of startups: software and
hardware. Hardware startups refer to those startups that produce physical products such as
consumer goods and high-technology products. Software startups produce products that are some
variations of software or services based on software. Hardware startups need to address areas of
production and logistics including manufacturing, packaging, shipping, and customs [8].
Consequently, hardware startups typically require more capital compared to software startups.
Compared to software development, hardware product development takes longer [9]. For instance,
achieving significant milestones in software development may take days or weeks. For hardware
21

products such as consumer electronics, moving from concept to mass production may take as long
as six to nine months after the associated technologies have been proven [9].
Regardless of the type of startup, however, working at a startup inherently involves careful risk
management [10]. These risks may take multiple forms and include financial risks, technology
risks and market risks. Effort should be put to mitigate these risks cost effectively.
A big part of day-to-day life at a startup is ‘firefighting’, which refers to tackling unanticipated
problems [10]. In such cases, prioritization of important tasks and time management become
important drivers of success. This culture of constant firefighting is characteristic to startups.
In most startups, there is little organizational hierarchy, leading to flat organizational structures.
Flat organizational structures work well for startups since they allow for low response times [11].
The ability to pivot quickly is one of the main strengths of startups.
A flat organizational structure allows a startup to remain nimble. However, combined with
consistent firefighting, it can also lead to an unstructured system. Without formal procedures and
with constant pressure of solving other problems, it becomes difficult to reflect on a particular way
of doing things and determine whether that way is effective. As a startup enters its growth phase,
this lack of structure and protocol in the company can hinder further growth [12]. Some of these
issues were identified at NVBOTS. For example, the lack of a clear manufacturing policy leads to
an unstructured production floor that is difficult to control and scale up.

1.4.2 Production Ramp-up
Production ramp-up refers to the time period between the development cycle of a company’s
product and the company’s full capacity production [13]. In other words, for a hardware startup,
production ramp-up refers to the process of rapid growth of production once the startup has
validated its business model and product lines for repeated revenue generation.
The phase of production ramp-up is marked by many risks and challenges, including threat from
competitors, legal risks, market risks, and internal challenges of inefficient policies that become
costly as the company grows.
One of the major risks associated with growth and production ramp-up in startups is the lack of
sufficient funds [10]. As stated earlier, funding requirements depend significantly on whether the
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startup predominantly deals with software or hardware. Usually, venture capital (VC) firms shy
away from manufacturing and hardware startups due to their significant up front capital
requirements and long timelines for returns on investments [14].
Even if a hardware startup manages to secure proper funding, there is always the challenge of
sustaining those funds until the company starts generating revenue [10]. Significant cash is
required for manufacturing equipment and staff, and if a startup does not generate positive cash
flow soon enough, chances of bankruptcy increase. Consequently, risks associated with funding
pose significant challenges to growth and production ramp-up for hardware startups.
A lack of formal organizational structure provides a startup with operational agility and flexibility.
It is this attribute that allows companies to pivot and capture high value opportunities. However,
as a startup enters its growth phase, this lack of structure and protocol in the company can hinder
further growth [12].
A startup’s product might go through design and manufacturing modifications in preparation to
cater to bigger markets. This requires working closely with the startup’s suppliers and vendors for
its custom component requirements. Implementing these modifications also requires careful
communication between manufacturing and engineering teams.
A hardware startup therefore has to juggle many factors when looking to scale up. Almost all facets
of a startup have to be aligned. Finance, marketing, servicing, engineering, manufacturing and
supply chain need to move forward together.

1.5 Additive Manufacturing
1.5.1 Overview and Characteristics
NVBOTS is in the Additive Manufacturing (AM) industry. AM has seen many startups in recent
years, and it is beneficial at this point to explain the meaning of AM.
Additive Manufacturing (AM) is a collection of manufacturing processes wherein parts are built
layer by layer. AM differs from conventional manufacturing processes that typically involve
material removal (such as cutting, milling, grinding), material formation (such as casting, injection
molding), or deformation of an existing shape (such as bending). This distinction gives AM certain
characteristics that are important to note:
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AM is flexible. Many different types of parts can be made in succession with very little or
no setup times between them. Changeover costs incurred and tooling needed are low. The
exception to this may be the cost associated with switching materials, which often involves
something as minor as mounting a different spool onto the AM machine.



AM can make almost all geometries. This includes geometries that are impossible to
make with conventional methods. This opens up new design possibilities such as making
parts lighter by hollowing them. Figure 6 shows the printing of a whistle with a ball inside
it. Note that this part geometry would be impossible to make using conventional methods.



Material waste is low. Only the material that is needed is used. The exceptions are support
structures that are sometimes used in the AM process. However, these structures make up
a small portion of the total material used [15].

There are notable disadvantages of AM. Some of these disadvantages are listed below:


Process control is challenging. There are many input settings in AM that have to be finetuned for a part to come out according to specifications [16]. Minor deviations in ambient
temperature or humidity can have major consequences in final part quality.



Throughput is low. For mass production, AM is slow. For sufficiently large production
quantities, it may therefore be more effective to adopt processes such as injection molding.



There is a limitation on useable materials. Not all materials are available for use with
AM. The list of useable materials is steadily growing, but this may still be a limitation for
niche applications looking to use specific materials [16].
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a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

Figure 6: Timelapse (a-d) of two whistles being printed and the final result (e).

1.5.2 Types of Additive Manufacturing
There are many different types of AM processes, and many companies give new names to their
processes. Many laymen believe that the terms ‘3D printing’ and ‘AM’ are interchangeable, but
this is not accurate. ASTM, an international standards organization, released a standard for
terminology pertaining to AM in which seven categories of AM are defined [17]. As ASTM
defines them, the types are:
1. binder jetting, n—an additive manufacturing process in which a liquid bonding agent is
selectively deposited to join powder materials.
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2. directed energy deposition, n—an additive manufacturing process in which focused
thermal energy is used to fuse materials by melting as they are being deposited.
3. material extrusion, n—an additive manufacturing process in which material is selectively
dispensed through a nozzle or an orifice.
4. material jetting, n—an additive manufacturing process in which droplets of build material
are selectively deposited.
5. powder bed fusion, n—an additive manufacturing process in which thermal energy
selectively fuses regions of a powder bed.
6. sheet lamination, n—an additive manufacturing process in which sheets of material are
bonded to form an object.
7. vat photopolymerization, n—an additive manufacturing process in which liquid
photopolymer in a vat is selectively cured by light-activated polymerization.
Note that at NVBOTS, the AM process of choice is material extrusion. Internally, it is referred to
as Fused Deposition Modeling (FDM). According to ASTM, 3D printing is defined as ‘the
fabrication of objects through the deposition of a material using a print head, nozzle, or another
printer technology’ [17]. Since FDM adheres to this definition, it can be classified as 3D printing.
Therefore, 3D printing, material extrusion, AM and FDM can all be used to describe the process
used in NVBOTS’ NVPro printer.

1.5.3 Applications
There are many applications of AM, ranging from purely visual purposes such as visual aids for
designers or teachers, to functional parts such as production parts. Figure 7 below shows the use
of AM technology in industry. This is based on a survey conducted by Wohlers asking AM
companies what their customers use AM technology for. Note that functional parts account for a
third of all uses and make up the largest segment. This was not true even as recently as in 2011. In
the 2011 report by Wohlers, this section only accounted for roughly 15% [18], indicating high
growth for this segment.
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Figure 7: Pie chart illustrating the applications of AM in industry [19].

NVBOTS has realized that there is demand for functional 3D printed parts. Since a lack of useable
materials is a major constraint in this field, there is a strong motivation to develop a metal printer.
The trends therefore support NVBOTS’ decision of moving into this space.
A detailed analysis of these applications is beyond the scope of this thesis. Instead, readers are
referred to other sources such as the annual Wohlers Report, or one of the many textbooks
available.

1.5.4 Market Growth
It is estimated that the AM industry grew to $5.165 billion, a growth of 25.9% from the previous
year [19]. As Table 1 shows, a growth of 25.9% is relatively low in comparison to prior years, but
it is nonetheless an incredible statistic for any industry.
Table 1: AM industry revenue and growth [19].

Year
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015

Industry Revenue
($ billion)
1.714
2.275
3.034
4.102
5.165
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% Growth
29.4%
32.7%
33.4%
35.2%
25.9%

Wohlers expects that this growth trend will largely continue, and that by 2017 the industry will
reach $8.8 billion – an average of 30% annual growth for the next two years. It also estimates that
by 2021, the industry will be at roughly $26.5 billion [19]. The trends in AM technology are
therefore very positive.
Using AM technology for rapid prototyping is a relatively mature application [19]. The future lies
in production, with major benefits including reduced reliance on tooling, high flexibility, and
unique part geometries for improved performance. However, there remain significant challenges
such as quality control and lack of useable materials. What this means for NVBOTS is that there
appears to be plenty of room for the company and the industry to grow.
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2 Problem Formulation
This section details the M.Eng. team’s process of identifying obstacles that may impede a large
scale up. It then justifies the decision to focus on manufacturing systems in this thesis.

2.1 Overview
At the onset of this project, there were no obvious symptoms of errors at NVBOTS. Printers were
being assembled roughly within their promised time frame and were of satisfactory quality for
NVBOTS’ customers. Many existing issues were about to be resolved with the release of an
updated version of the NVPro – the RevG. This version would be easier and quicker to assemble
and to service. However, the lack of obvious symptoms does not mean that a company is ready to
ramp up its production by an order of magnitude.
The first step of the project was to identify potential obstacles that could hinder NVBOTS’ ability
to scale up. Identifying these issues requires a survey of the entire company. The survey was done
by conducting interviews with some key employees at NVBOTS, going through documentation,
and building a RevG NVPro. The NVPro is built with significant help from one of NVBOTS’
engineers.
During this process, the importance of sales and servicing is highlighted. At NVBOTS, there are
some strategies in place to enable scaling up of these areas. However, there are further concerns
for production and inventory management that are not yet being sufficiently addressed. For
companies looking to scale up, it is recommended that similar companywide surveys be conducted
by involving all departments.
The section concludes with a problem statement, which also sets the scope of the thesis.

2.2 Departments
The first part of the project is to get familiar with different departments in order to understand their
priorities and concerns. This section summarizes the roles, responsibilities and concerns of various
departments at NVBOTS.
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2.2.1 Sales and Marketing Team
The initial strategy of NVBOTS was to carve out a niche market position in the education sector
before moving into the commercial space. NVBOTS’ initial target market included schools in and
around Boston and New York. NVBOTS is now shifting its focus to the commercial space because
it is larger and because customer acquisition will likely be less expensive in this space.
Important obstacles in the educational space include low budgets of schools and high amounts of
effort required for customer acquisition. Teachers often know very little about 3D printing, and
have to be convinced of its virtues. Educating teachers and school officials about the utility of 3D
printing forms a large portion of the sales and marketing team’s work.
The main selling point of the NVPro is its ease of use. The ease of use comes from the automated
part removal, and NVLibrary that includes lesson plans, curricula and ready-to-print part designs.
The NVPro currently does not have UL certification. UL is a type of safety certification that some
companies and organizations require. In many cases, the lack of this certification is not an issue,
but there are some potential customers that would only consider the product if it had this safety
certification. The sales team would therefore like to get UL certification as it would help them
generate more sales. This has been put on the engineering timeline and will be addressed within
the next few months.

2.2.2 Engineering Team
The engineering team works to improve functionality and quality of the printer. It receives
feedback from customers, the production team, sales team and servicing team. It uses this feedback
to make design improvements to the NVPro. Since 2014, the NVPro Printer has gone through
multiple design iterations to make it more robust, easier to assemble, and quicker to service.
Members of the engineering team also work with NVLabs to develop new materials for printing.
Most notably, they are working on developing a high-speed, multi-metal 3D printer. A printer that
can print flexible material is also in development. The engineering team is making the printer
design as modular as possible. This would allow NVBOTS to build multiple printer types using
the same hardware. This could make a late stage differentiation strategy possible in the future.
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At the time of company interviews, the engineering team was developing Standard Operating
Procedures (SOPs) for production. These SOPs are used to ensure every member of the production
team is assembling the printers with a standardized and correct method.
Establishing a set of Standard Operating Procedures is an important step, and is discussed in detail
in Section 2.3.
A serious time sink for the engineering team is filament calibration. NVBOTS buys its filament
from a supplier and then sends it to its own customers. The filament that NVBOTS receives is
prone to slight material changes across different batches. Filament from different batches has
slightly different properties. Due to this, printer settings need to be adjusted to compensate for
these property changes with every new batch of filament.
The settings that have to be changed for a particular batch of filament can include printing
temperature, first layer offset, and printing speed, amongst a few others. Incorrect settings cause
the printed part to either warp or become difficult to peel off the raft. This is a critical problem
since the ease to use is an important selling point of the NVPro. Customers may not have the
technical knowledge to try and adjust these settings themselves.
The engineering team is running a designed experiment to understand significant factors that affect
print quality, and is trying to make the printer design robust to these changes. Improvements to the
process are being made, but the process is still slow and can sometimes take days or weeks. This
calibration issue could become an expensive problem if demand for filament increases
substantially. Only a few people at the company have the technical knowledge to perform filament
calibration. However, these are the same people that NVBOTS should have working on other
things such as product development.

2.2.3 Manufacturing Team
The manufacturing team is responsible for building the printers. The team prefers to build in
batches since it feels that it is convenient to read an SOP once and repeat it multiple times before
moving on to the next step.
Currently, there are three people working on the production floor. Two members have some
additional responsibilities such as servicing of field printers and quality control of incoming parts.
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During the interview, it is found that major problems of the production team include limited
production equipment, limited space, and little formal structure on the production floor.
Additionally, there are frequent design changes to the printer that become difficult to track.
The production team feels that a few changes are required before a scale up. The points that it
makes include restructuring the production floor, organizing work benches, having a well-defined
set of SOPs, and establishing logical flows of material.

2.2.4 Servicing Team
The main role of this team is to ensure good customer service. Printers sometimes jam or have
other issues, and this team helps to fix such issues for customers. Servicing typically includes
fixing hardware issues and replacing faulty parts.
Most servicing problems are usually dealt over the phone. However sometimes, it is necessary to
send service personnel to the customer’s location. This can be expensive considering that
NVBOTS offers free servicing for three years. The team actively keeps track of servicing costs
and causes of printer failures. This information is passed onto the engineering team so that it can
take corrective actions.
The current method of doing servicing is unsustainable once NVBOTS’ customer base grows to
other geographical locations. While it may be feasible for service personnel to go to nearby places,
going to far away locations is expensive. If NVBOTS has customers all over the US, it will become
imperative for NVBOTS to have local servicing options by outsourcing its servicing requirements.
This is a strategy that NVBOTS is currently developing.
Failure tracking and costs of servicing have been topics of a previous M.Eng. thesis [20], and
readers are referred to this thesis for more information.

2.2.5 Software Development Team
Print jobs and queues can be managed only through the NVCloud software platform that
communicates with the printer. The role of the software development team is to ensure that all
printers are connected to the cloud and operate effectively.
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The software can be used to read temperatures of the print bed and the nozzle, provide live feeds
of the printer, and indicate filament levels. The software team is also optimizing the slicer software,
and is devising a unique coding system so that failures can be automatically tracked in the field.
Recently, there have been many network issues and bugs that the team is trying to fix. To make
the entire setup more efficient, NVBOTS has partnered with Resin.IO, a startup that provides a
software platform to encompass client, server and device software.

2.3 Printer Build
2.3.1 Purpose of the Printer Build
Doing a survey of the company made some potential obstacles clear. However, it was suspected
that there were issues on the production floor that did not come up during the company survey.
Two printers were built. The first one was built only partially by the M.Eng. team, as there was
significant help from NVBOTS engineers. The purpose was to gain familiarity with the product.
The second build was done based on written Standard Operating Procedures, and with minor help
from NVBOTS employees. The purpose of the second build was to fully understand the problems
on the production floor and to collect data.
There are a few questions that NVBOTS is interested in answering – What is the production
capacity at the current facility? How long does it take to assemble a printer? Is it possible to hand
a set of procedures to workers, and have them build printers on their own, or is additional
explanation necessary?
Additionally, there are some questions that the M.Eng. team is looking to answer – What is the
production bottleneck? Are the quality checks robust? Are the procedures intuitive and detailed?
Which procedures are difficult to execute? Can they be improved? Are there other problems that
have not been considered? The printer build helped to answer these kinds of questions.

2.3.2 Data Collection
The most important data to collect from this build are the timings for each procedure. A procedure
may involve instructions such as: ‘Using a 2mm hex wrench, bolt SA0055 onto SA0067 using 6x
FR0023’. (Note that SA0055, SA0067, and FR0023 are examples of hypothetical part numbers.)
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There are multiple procedures for each subassembly. The build time for each subassembly can be
found by adding the build times for all relevant procedures.
The timings are strictly only for the execution of the procedures. Before the stopwatch starts, all
the parts and necessary tools are placed on the work surface, the procedure is read in detail, and
sometimes clarification is sought from one of the engineers. Only when everything is in place and
the required procedure is understood does the timing start. Timing is stopped once the procedure
is completed. The process is then repeated for different procedures. The same person executes all
procedures.
The operation times therefore do not include time spent looking for tools, looking for parts or
trying to understand the procedures. This implies that the times are optimistic; in reality, the
procedures would take longer to complete. However, in the long run, when workers gain
experience and know the procedures, and tools are easily accessible, the actual operation times
should tend towards the M.Eng. team’s recorded operation times.
The procedures for this build are executed by someone with little assembly experience. Someone
with more experience, such as a full time worker at NVBOTS, would take significantly lesser time.
This implies that the recorded operation times are conservative.
In the long run, when considering both the optimistic and conservative assumptions, it is expected
that the recorded operation times will provide a net conservative estimate of the actual operation
times. In other words, it is expected that the production capacity will be underestimated. However,
we expect that this underestimation is small.
During the build, other production information is noted down as well. This includes equipment
requirements, number of times Loctite is applied, number of times other consumables are used,
and notes on the clarity of the SOPs along with suggestions for their improvement. This data was
collected to help answer questions such as how many sets of equipment are required, or how much
time is spent on using Loctite.

2.3.3 Summary of Data and Learnings
Figure 8 below summarizes the most important timing data recorded. Note that this does not
include inventory picking time or post processing time of printed parts. Figure 8 also gives a crude
view of the printer’s BoM tree. Eight frame subassemblies come together to form the frame. This
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frame is paired with 13 printer core subassemblies to make the printer core. The core by itself is
essentially the printer. After calibration, the core is placed inside the enclosure. This concludes the
production process.
It takes approximately 10.5 man-hours to build a printer, including all assembly steps, inventory
picking and post processing of printed parts. Note that these 10.5 hours do not include steps that
do not require a worker. For example, the procedures often call for a 24 hour wait period to let
epoxy set. Finally, there is a final quality control step in which printers print for approximately
two days straight.

Printer

Calibration
[70 min]

Enclosure
[67 min]

SA0101 Printer Core
[189 min]

13 Printer Core
Subassemblies
[115min]

SA0063 Frame
[67 min]

8 Frame Subassemblies
[52min]

Figure 8: BoM tree of a RevG printer with operation times. This does not include the hour for picking inventory or
the time for post processing of printed parts (~40 minutes).

Data are collected on approximately 400 procedures across 39 items (36 subassemblies and 3
printed parts requiring post processing). Loctite is applied over 120 times per printer. The vast
majority of procedures require little specialized equipment. 1.5mm, 2.0mm and 2.5mm hex
wrenches, a Philips head screwdriver, an arbor press, and needle-nose pliers are amongst the most
frequently used tools. There are 231 stock keeping units (SKUs) and 720 parts that go into a printer.
70 SKUs, or 450 parts, are dedicated to fasteners.
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A significant amount of time is spent on locating the tools before a procedure is executed. For
some frequently used tools, such as the 2mm hex wrench, only one or two units are available on
the production floor. As a result, not every workbench has its own set of such tools.
The procedures often call out the use of a fixture or a spacer. For example, while pressing an insert
into a printed part, a fixture is used to support the part so that it does not break when the arbor
press is used. Another example is the use of a spacer for when the procedure calls out for a specific
distance between two features. However, the location of these fixtures or spacers is not obvious,
leading to significant searching times. The workers usually know where the tools or fixtures can
be found, but this is not always true.
It will become difficult to locate tools with more workers on the production floor. This should be
considered in preparation for the scale up. Time can be saved by having a sufficient number of
such items available, and by ensuring there are fixed places where these items should be returned
after use.
A concern for production is that the SOPs are being frequently updated. In many cases, the designs
of parts are also updated. This leads to confusion and disruptions in production.
Another issue is that inventory stockouts occur frequently. Multiple parts are often out of stock at
the same time. These stockouts require workflow adjustment. The current inventory management
methods are therefore highly disruptive to the production floor, subjecting the production schedule
to constant readjustments.
Finally, the total workload is highly unbalanced. Some weeks are very quiet without any activity
on the production floor. During some weeks, employees can suddenly become very busy. This
unbalanced workload is caused partly due to inventory mismanagement and partly due to
unexpected demand spikes.

2.3.4 Sensibility Check of Data
We asked the employees at NVBOTS to roughly time themselves when they are building a few
subassemblies. Since the builds are done sporadically, it is difficult for these data to be collected
by the M.Eng. team.
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It should be noted that the data are no longer limited to only the actual operation times, unlike the
M.Eng. team’s data. Instead, the production team’s timings start when an operator starts working
on a batch of subassemblies, and stop when the entire batch is complete. These data therefore
provide more realistic estimates of production times since they include time spent on reading
procedures and looking for tools.
One employee built ten removal subassemblies in approximately six hours. This translates into an
operation time per unit of roughly 36 minutes, while the M.Eng. team estimates it as 31 minutes.
At another point in time, an employee built a set of six removal subassemblies with an average
operation time of 35 minutes per subassembly. Finally, ten printer cores are assembled in 33 hours,
with around 198 minutes per printer core, while the M.Eng. team’s data predicts it to be 189
minutes.
We assumed in Section 2.3.2 that the data are slightly conservative, and that actual production
rates would be slightly higher than predicted. Comparing the M.Eng. team’s data with the
production team’s data indicates that the M.Eng. team’s data are actually optimistic. However, the
assumption of the data being conservative relies on the assumption that workers do not have to
constantly check the procedures. As the procedures are still relatively new, we expect the timings
of the production team to fall over time. We therefore still expect that the data provide good
approximations of actual operation times.

2.4 Recommendations for Standard Operating Procedures
After using some early stage procedures to go through a printer build, some feedback is given by
the M.Eng. team to the NVBOTS engineering team. This feedback is summarized below.
Note that the codes, such as FM0021, refer to part numbers. AD#### refers to an adhesive, FR####
refers to a fastener, and SA#### refers to a subassembly.


Remove ambiguity.
o Be specific with dimensions. For example, instead of stating ‘approximately
10mm’, use ‘10mm ±1 mm’. Avoid relying on someone’s judgement as this
judgement will vary from person to person.
o Instructions such as ‘Apply AD0002 to two sides of the part’ are not specific. Detail
the quantity (thin coat, thick coat, et cetera), method of application (using fingers,
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brush, et cetera), and exact location of application of the adhesive (such as ‘as
indicated in the diagram’). For example, ‘Using a brush, apply a thin coat of
AD0002 to the two sides of SA0020 as indicated on the diagram’.


Use the sequence of how the operation is done to structure a sentence.
o A procedure such as ‘Tighten FM0021 to FM0046 using FR0024 after applying
AD0008’ is confusing. For this procedure, it is possible that a worker starts to
execute the steps before reading the entire sentence. AD0008 has to be applied
before the parts are tightened together, and therefore should be put in the beginning.
For example, ‘Dip FR0024 into AD0008 and use a 1.5mm Hex Wrench to tighten
FM00021 to FM0046’.



Mention the tools and equipment used in the procedures.
o Instead of saying ‘Tighten FR0022’, state which tool is needed. This stops the
operator from using incorrect tools. For example, ‘Using a 2.55mm Hex Wrench,
tighten FR0022’.



Standardize the layout and the format of the procedures.
o Design the procedures such that instructions, tools and parts are listed at the same
locations on each page.
o Name objects and processes in the same manner everywhere. For example, do not
switch between calling a tool an Allen key or a hex key.
o Use similar phrasing everywhere. For example, if it is decided to use ‘Dip FR0021
into AD0032, and insert it into SA0029’, then do not use different phrasing
elsewhere to describe a similar procedure.



Standardize procedures that are frequently repeated in a separate document.
o For example, the method to apply Loctite or to use an arbor press may be stated on
a separate procedure. This is to ensure that operators execute these procedures in
the same way.

2.5 Quality Control Experiments
The lack of a definition of ‘goodness’ of printers is an issue for NVBOTS. As part of a separate
project, a statistical analysis experiment was conducted on three NVBOTS printers in an effort to
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provide a starting point for checking the variation in performance of the printers. These three
printers were built using a new set of SOPs.
On an analytical level, the objective of the statistical analysis experiment was to study the variation
in performance among different printers, at different locations in a printer, and within the inherent
printing process. An analysis of variance and a nested variance analysis were performed for
different samples printed on the three printers.
The results showed that there is little variation among printers. This suggests that the newly written
SOPs are effective. The precision of the parts was reasonably good. However, whether or not the
performance of the printers was satisfactory would need to be determined by NVBOTS. NVBOTS
implemented a more rigorous quality control test for printers following this experiment. It was
therefore decided by the M.Eng. team to shift focus to other problem areas.

2.6 Problem Statement
2.6.1 Problem Area
Numerous obstacles that could impede NVBOTS’ scale-up were identified during the survey of
the company and the builds of the two printers. These obstacles are detailed in Section 8, to serve
as reminders for NVBOTS, and to help other hardware startups to identify similar issues.
Ultimately, a different project was chosen as the main focus of the author’s, van Grootel’s [1] and
Gokaram Narayana Murthy’s [2] theses. Other projects were found to be of relatively low priority,
or are already being worked on by others who may be in better positions to handle them. The
exceptions to this are manufacturing systems and inventory management. Employees at NVBOTS
either do not have the time or the background to redesign the manufacturing and inventory
management systems. The lack of well-designed manufacturing and inventory management
systems was found to be a critical obstacle to the scale-up, and it was decided to make them the
topics of the M.Eng. team’s theses.
Section 2.6.2 details the specifics of the problem, and sets the scope of this thesis.

2.6.2 Thesis Objective and Scope
Some issues exist on the production floor. First, there is little structure as to when and how many
printers should be made at a time. Decisions on new builds are made ad hoc. Batch sizes of 3, 6,
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10 or 12 printers are made sometimes as a result of, or sometimes in reaction to demand. A better
defined policy should be developed in order to create more structure on the production floor.
Failing to have a well-defined policy will lead to confusion, which may lead to some workers
spending time on low priority tasks or on tasks that do not have to be done at all. It needs to be
made abundantly clear what has to be done, and when it has to be done. If the promises made by
the sales team on delivery times are not kept, it will tarnish the brand value of NVBOTS. NVBOTS
currently promises a lead time of four to six weeks. With competition growing fiercer, this lead
time may become an important competitive advantage. The lead time should therefore ideally
come down to lesser than four weeks.
Second, the production capacity is unknown. This is problematic since it makes it difficult to plan
for expansions, to project feasibility of sales volumes, or to develop recruiting plans for hiring new
members for the production team.
In order to find solutions to these concerns, the author’s and van Grootel’s theses [1] develop a set
of simulations to analyze the performance of different manufacturing policies. This thesis
considers a Constant Work In Progress (CONWIP) policy, a hybrid CONWIP-Build to Order
policy, and a Late Stage Differentiation CONWIP-Build to Order policy. This thesis evaluates the
effects of various levers on lead times and inventory levels in each policy, and makes
recommendations for these levers. It provides insights into when each policy may or may not be
feasible to implement.
Van Grootel’s thesis [1] focuses on variants of the Build to Order policy and estimation of
production capacity at NVBOTS.
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3 Literature Review
This section describes the meaning of manufacturing systems, including basic principles and
features of commonly used production strategies such as push, pull, CONWIP, et cetera. This
literature review forms the basis of the CONWIP and CONWIP-Build to Order strategies detailed
in the remainder of this thesis.

3.1 Manufacturing Systems
As Spearman and Hopp describe [21], “a manufacturing system is an objective-oriented network
of processes through which entities flow”. Breaking down this definition into its fundamental
elements, any manufacturing system contains an objective, which quite often may refer to
maximization of profits. Second, any manufacturing system would consist of processes including
manufacturing processes such as drilling, and ancillary processes such as maintenance. Third, a
manufacturing system consists of entities – material and information – whose flows control the
system [21]. A study of manufacturing systems would therefore involve a proper understanding of
all of these components.

3.2 Push and Pull Strategies
One of the major differentiating factors of lean manufacturing is the use of pull production instead
of push production. For this, a proper understanding of both these strategies is essential. It is useful
to begin with a formal definition of these strategies, as stated by Spearman and Hopp [21],
reproduced below:
“A push system schedules the release of work based on demand, while a pull system authorizes
the release of work based on system status.”
This definition encompasses the fundamental tenets of all push based and pull based manufacturing
strategies. A push system is a system where production is controlled by an external schedule and
is not affected by the actual status of the process itself [21]. In other words, production may be
scheduled by a demand forecast or historic demand, but the actual realized demand is ignored [22].
Information and material in push systems flow downstream from raw material to finished goods
[22]. Since production is not in response to realized demand, the finished goods are not meant for
any particular customers. Therefore, push systems are generally used for high volume
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commoditized products whose demands are stable and forecasts are relatively accurate. Not
surprisingly, these systems may also be called Build to Forecast systems, since they are generally
planned for demand forecasts.
On the other hand, a pull system is a system in which production is controlled by a change in the
line status [21] instead of by an external demand forecast. In other words, a production signal in
pull based systems is derived from actual realized customer demand [22]. A great example of a
pull system is the kanban system, wherein use of components downstream in the line authorizes
the start of production of more components upstream in the line [23]. It is useful to note that these
production signals need not be generated only by end customers; they can also be generated by
downstream manufacturing stages [22].
In these pull based systems, information for such production signals flows upstream while material
flows downstream [22]. The finished goods are usually meant for pre-determined customers, due
to which pull systems allow for customization [22] without requiring excessively accurate
forecasts. Since these systems respond to orders received from customers, they are also called
Build to Order systems.
Both push based systems and pull based systems have their advantages and limitations. For
products with relatively accurate forecasts and stable demands, push based systems may be used
to keep customer lead times low. The performance of a push system highly depends on the
accuracy of the demand forecast. Inaccurate forecasts may cause high inventory levels or stockouts
[22], neither of which is good. On the other hand, since pull systems deliberately establish a limit
on work in progress unlike push systems [22], they can maintain low levels of inventory. A caveat
with pure pull systems is that they are difficult to implement when customer lead times are
excessively high [22].

3.3 Push-Pull Strategies
In real life, pure pull or pure push systems are unlikely to exist, and most production systems are
combinations of both strategies. For instance, for a laptop manufacturer, it would be unrealistic to
go with a pure pull system and start production from mining of minerals. Similarly, it might be
infeasible for the company to build all laptops with a pure push system since inaccurate forecasts
may cause expensive inventory obsolescence or stockouts. Consequently, this company might
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choose to build the basic components of its laptops with a push system. As and when actual demand
is realized, these basic components may be assembled to make the final product. The overall
production is therefore split between a push system and a pull system [22].
Extending this idea to a collection of production systems, the concept of combining push systems
and pull systems to take advantage of both is referred to as a push-pull strategy [24], with the
interface between the two portions known as the ‘push-pull boundary’ [24]. The location of this
boundary has a significant effect on the performance of the strategy. Moving this boundary closer
to the end customer reduces lead times and improves the responsiveness to demand, while moving
it away from the end customer improves flexibility [22]. This may also have an impact on
inventory costs and locked up capital associated with the strategy. Generally, moving this
boundary downstream increases locked up capital costs.
A push-pull system offers an additional advantage of postponement [24] or late stage
differentiation of products. With this approach, a company with multiple product lines may choose
to produce common components of its products with a push strategy. These components are then
differentiated to specific end products with pull systems when demand is realized for each product
line [24]. Since demand for the common components is an aggregate demand of all the different
product lines, the accuracy of its forecasts is improved, thereby reducing inventory levels [24].

3.4 Constant Work In Progress (CONWIP) Strategies
In addition to the well-known kanban system, another pull based production strategy is the
CONWIP or ‘CONstant Work In Progress’ strategy, proposed by Spearman et al [23]. Just like
kanban, CONWIP relies on production signals and is a generalized form of kanban. In kanban, a
production signal card is used to trigger production for a specific part type. However, in the
CONWIP system, production signal cards are assigned to the system as a whole, and are not
specific to part types [23].
Every part in a CONWIP system has a production card attached to it until it leaves the system (that
is, it is either used or sold downstream). At this point, the production card is freed up, indicating
available capacity. This production card then returns to the beginning of the line, allowing
production to start for a subsequent part [25].
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Since parts can enter the system only with a production card, the work in progress of the system is
maintained constant, hence the name ‘CONstant Work In progress’ [26]. Maintaining a constant
work in progress stores excess orders as papers instead of releasing parts on the production floor,
thereby reducing clutter. Raw material parts waiting to be processed queue up in a ‘backlog’ list,
just upstream of the first production step [23].
Being more generic in its approach than kanban, CONWIP offers a significant advantage over the
kanban – its ability to handle multiple product types [27]. In kanban, since every part type has its
own production cards, sequencing of jobs is not under explicit control of the production personnel.
For example, in a kanban production system with two part types, say A and B, if one unit of part
A has just been completed, then production will start only for another unit of part A, even if
demand for part B is more pressing.
In contrast to this, production cards in a CONWIP system are not linked to a part type, allowing
production personnel to allocate priority to jobs in the backlog list as needed [23]. However, this
requires careful production planning on the part of the production personnel.
In essence, being a pull system, CONWIP offers all advantages that come with pull based
production systems such as increased production flexibility and reduced inventory levels.
Additionally, CONWIP offers the advantage of better control over production schedules compared
to kanban. However, this flexibility comes with the challenge of proper production scheduling.
Nonetheless, CONWIP provides a good approach for companies attempting to operate their
production near capacity [23].
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4 The Simulation Model
This section gives an introduction to the simulation models, including assumptions and general
mechanisms. It provides basics mechanics of CONWIP and CONWIP-Build to Order policies.
Finally, it addresses some decisions on simulation run times.
A small scale simulation model to study QR and Base Stock inventory management policies found
in Gokaram Narayana Murthy’s thesis [2] is also developed. The basic mechanics of this model
are described in the Appendix B on page 116.

4.1 Assumptions
4.1.1 Operation Times
The operation times for all subassemblies and processes are drawn from a truncated normal
distribution. Mean values of all operation times are taken from the operation times recorded during
the M.Eng. team’s printer build. Section 2.3.2 discusses the methods of collecting this data.
Since these operation times are based on a single data point (that is, a single printer build), it is
reasoned that the recorded operation times may not represent true operation times. To account for
deviations and variability in operation times, a coefficient of variation of 0.3 is assumed for all
procedures requiring a worker. The M.Eng. team deemed this to be a reasonable representation of
the variability in an assembly process. Since the coefficient of variation is small, difference
between truncated and non-truncated distributions is expected to be insignificant. The only
exception to this normal distribution is the printing time during final quality control. This
procedure requires no operators, and its operation time is set to be deterministic.
As discussed in Section 2.3.2, the recorded operation times only include the times spent performing
the actual operations. Time spent looking for tools or reading the procedure steps is not included.
This implies that the times used are optimistic. Also, as discussed in Section 2.3.3 and Section
2.3.4, it is expected that full time staff at NVBOTS is more skilled at assembling tasks. This implies
that the times used in the model are conservative. We believe that these optimistic and conservative
assumptions roughly balance out, or perhaps lead to slightly conservative estimations.
Lastly, for simplicity in the models, it is assumed that there is no rework associated with any
subassembly produced.
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4.1.2 Inventory and Locked up Capital
Instead of calculating inventory costs, average inventory levels are used. This is done to avoid
revealing NVBOTS’ costs. The expected capital tied up in inventory can be calculated by
multiplying the average inventory levels by the Bill of Material costs.
For the Build to Order portions of the models, WIP is estimated using the WIP module as explained
in Section 4.2.6.
For the CONWIP policy, the locked up capital is assumed to be approximately equal to CONWIP
inventory worth of parts in the system, as explained in Section 5.1.3. Locked up capital for
CONWIP is defined as the sum of WIP and finished goods inventory stored in the CONWIP
portion of production. This assumption has been used for estimating locked up capital in CONWIP
portions of the CONWIP-BtO models as well.
For the purpose of the model, it is assumed that raw material inventory is always available. In other
words, it is assumed that there are no occurrences of stockouts of raw material. The scope of the
simulation models is limited only to the production floor, and does not account for the absence of
raw material inventory. For detail on inventory policies at NVBOTS, readers are referred to
Gokaram Narayana Murthy’s thesis [2].
Time spent on inventory picking is assumed to be independent of the batch size. This implies that
picking time for a batch size of two would be the same as picking time for a batch size of six. It is
found that majority of the time spent on inventory picking comes from operator movement when
moving to different locations as opposed to picking multiple parts from the same location.
Consequently, different batch sizes do not significantly affect inventory picking times.

4.1.3 Workers and Worker Utilization
For simplicity, it is assumed that all workers work full time and are completely interchangeable in
their roles. This means that any worker is capable of producing any subassembly on the production
floor, and that there are no specialized skillsets associated with any worker.
Worker utilization is assumed to be 70%, unless stated otherwise. Worker utilization refers to the
fraction of total time that workers spend on the production floor versus time that they spend on
doing other things (such as attending meetings, filing paperwork, et cetera). It is modeled using
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two exponentially distributed random variables – Mean Time to Fail (MTTF) and Mean Time to
Repair (MTTR). The mean values of these variables depend on the worker utilization level. The
sum of MTTF and MTTR is always 480 minutes or 8 hours, signifying one workday. For example,
a worker utilization of 70% would mean that MTTF is 70% of 480 minutes which is 336 minutes,
and MTTR is 30% of 480 minutes which is 144 minutes. A detailed analysis is included in
Appendix A on page 109.

4.1.4 Printer and Subassembly Demands
For the base case, the inter-arrival times between orders/demands/sales for printers are assumed to
be exponentially distributed. Each month is assumed to have 20 workdays and each workday is
assumed to have 8 hours. Therefore, a mean inter-arrival time of 480 minutes simulates a demand
of 20 printers per month. For more details about demand simulation, readers are referred to van
Grootel’s thesis [1]. The base case demand for printers is 15 per month, unless stated otherwise.
There is demand for a few subassemblies on top of their demand for printers. This is because these
subassemblies are needed for servicing. For example, Hot Ends and Encoders, which are
subassemblies that go in the NVPro printer, often need to be replaced in the field. For such service
subassemblies, demand is assumed to be twice that of printer demand in the base case, unless stated
otherwise. Note that inter-arrival times for service items are also assumed to be exponentially
distributed.

4.2 General Mechanisms
4.2.1 Overview of General Mechanisms
The simulation is run using an academic version of FlexSim, which is a discrete event simulator
designed to be used for manufacturing and material handling [28].
The simulations mostly consist of modules, which in aggregate represent NVBOTS’ production
system. The main modules used in the simulations include Source, Sink, Processor, Combiner,
Separator, and Queue. Every model also has a single Dispatcher, and three Operators, unless stated
otherwise. By combining these modules and using conditional ‘triggers’, complicated policies can
be simulated.
This section introduces the five main modules, the Dispatcher, and the Operator. It then shows
how these are combined to simulate different parts of the models.
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4.2.2 Modules
Note that material flows from left to right in all figures in this section.
Source
The Source is a module that generates material, and is the only way through which parts can enter
the system. For example, parts coming out of a Source can represent parts coming out of inventory.
Additionally, demand is simulated using a Source by having it create work orders.
Sink
The Sink is the module that allows material to leave the system.
Processor
Every subassembly has its own processing station. If a subassembly requires parts from only a
single upstream station, then a Processor is used. The Processor takes one input and provides one
output. The model operates in batches, meaning that an entire batch is taken as the input, and is
provided as the output.
Most processors require a worker to be present. Once the required parts, worker and processor are
available, the processing time can start. For some Processors, such as the Final Printing Processor,
no worker is required, and the processing time will start without a worker. In reality, a worker
must initiate the process, but this takes up a small amount of time and is ignored for simplicity.
Once the processing time has elapsed, the output batch can go on to the next module assuming it
is not blocked. For processes that do require a worker, the worker is required to be at the module
for the entirety of the processing time. Note that operators are used synonymously with workers
in this thesis.
The processing time is modeled as a value drawn from a truncated normal distribution. The mean
is a function of batch size, unit procedure time, and inventory picking time. Procedure time is equal
to the sum of all procedure times that are required to build that subassembly. In the models, it is
the processing times that are used as inputs to the modules. The processing time includes both
procedure time and inventory picking time.
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To simulate batch production, the procedure time is multiplied by the batch size to give the total
processing time for a batch of subassemblies. Since this is a direct multiplication, no improvement
due to batching is made on the unit processing time. There is only a slight decrease in the unit
processing time when batch size increases, since inventory picking time is distributed over the
entire batch.
If the mean processing time is 𝜇𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔 , then it is calculated as shown in Equation 1.
𝜇𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔 = 𝐵𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ 𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒 × 𝑈𝑛𝑖𝑡 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑑𝑢𝑟𝑒 𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 + 𝑃𝑖𝑐𝑘𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒

Equation 1

The standard deviation is calculated using the coefficient of variation (CV), which we assume to
be 0.3 in all random models. Note that it is assumed that inventory picking is deterministic and is
therefore not included in the calculation of standard deviation. It is assumed that processing of all
units within a batch have independently and identically distributed processing times.
Hence, to get processing time variance of an entire batch, the processing time variances of all units
in a batch should be added. In other words, the unit standard deviation should be multiplied by the
square root of batch size to get the batch standard deviation. If 𝜎𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔 is the standard deviation
of the processing time of a batch, then it is calculated as shown in Equation 2.
𝜎𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔 = 0.3 × 𝑈𝑛𝑖𝑡 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑑𝑢𝑟𝑒 𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 × √𝐵𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ 𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒

Equation 2

The processing time of a batch is therefore then a normally distributed random number, with a
mean of 𝜇𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔 and a standard deviation of 𝜎𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔 , as shown in Equation 3:
𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 ~𝑁(𝜇𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔 , 𝜎𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔 )

Equation 3

Queue
A queue is a temporary holding station for items, and is sometimes referred to as a buffer. It is
represented by a grey rectangle in the figure.
Combiner
If a subassembly has multiple preceding subassemblies, then it is modeled with the Combiner
module. An example is shown in Figure 9. Subassembly SA0100, shown on the right in yellow,
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requires an input from each of the upstream Processors. These are the SA0119, SA0120, SA0121
and SA0124 Processors shown in green. Note that the Combiner uses the same approach as the
Processor for processing times.
Additionally, note the Sources on the left hand side of Figure 9 represented by blue squares with
green arrows, and the Queues represented by grey rectangles.
Queue

Source

Combiner

Processor

Figure 9: A small section of the simulation showing four Sources, four Queues, four Processors and a Combiner.

Separator
A Separator is essentially the opposite of a Combiner. It takes a single input and generates multiple
outputs connected to its downstream modules. The Separator can also be used to deliver multiple
outputs to a single downstream module. The main use of Separators in the model is as ‘Debatchers’
that are used to split a batch into its constituent units. For example, when a single batch of six units
enters a Separator, six individual units come out as outputs and go to a single downstream module,
which is typically a queue.
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4.2.3 Dispatcher and Operators
Most Processors and Combiners require an operator before procedures can begin. The exception
to this is the final printing stage, which does not need an operator. Operators are directed to
workstations using a Dispatcher.
The Dispatcher assigns Operators to tasks through the use of a priority system. Once an operator
finishes a task, the Dispatcher will direct it to another workstation depending on which task has
the highest priority at that time. Note that it is only after an Operator completes a task can he or
she move on to another task, regardless of priority.
Workstations for service items are given the highest priority. Following this, downstream
workstations have higher priorities than upstream workstations. For example, execution of the final
set of procedures in a printer’s assembly is given higher priority compared to an upstream
subassembly.

4.2.4 Sales Modeling
Sales are generated according to an exponential distribution, as explained in Section 4.1.4. A sale
is represented by a work order, which is generated in a ‘Sales Source’, and waits in a ‘Waiting’
Queue. The work order has to be paired with a finished printer before both can leave the system.
The Sales module is shown in Figure 10. Items from the ‘To Sell’ Queue (holding finished printers)
and ‘Waiting’ Queue (holding work orders) are paired in the ‘Sales_Fulfilling’ Combiner.
Note that immediately downstream of this Combiner, the ‘Timer_Separator’ Separator splits the
material flow into two Sinks. This separation is needed to collect data on the individual waiting
times for each work order. The ‘Sales_Sink’ Sink takes the difference in times of creation of a
work order and its entry into the Sink. This time difference is then recorded in a table as the lead
time of a sale.
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Figure 10: A screenshot of the basic Sales module used in the simulation models.

4.2.5 Service Subassemblies
In addition to demand for complete printers, NVBOTS also has field servicing requirements for
certain subassemblies such as the Encoder (SA0099) and the Hot End (SA0103), which frequently
require field replacement. These subassemblies have high priority in order to ensure high customer
satisfaction. Demand for service items is modeled in the same way as for printers.

4.2.6 Work in Progress (WIP) Inventory
The WIP inventory module is used to estimate the average WIP for a given policy. The WIP
mechanism takes the difference of the total input and total output of the system to estimate the
current content in the system. This value is averaged over the entire simulation run time to provide
the average WIP content.

4.2.7 Released Parts Queue
The Released Parts Queue (RPQ) is used to model the beginning of production when a batch of
demands arrives in the system. It accumulates parts that have been released from inventory, and
are ready for assembly.
The main purpose of the RPQ is to ensure that work orders are not missed. Since demand is
random, sometimes quick consecutive sales can be made. The first batch would then be released
in the system, followed closely by the second batch. However, if the first batch has not yet passed
the first workstation, it will cause blockage for the second batch. This can sometimes cause the
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second batch to not enter the system, meaning that it is never matched with printers. The RPQ
solves this problem by accumulating released parts such that every sale is matched with a printer.
An example of an RPQ is shown in Figure 11. ‘Source2’ will receive a message from the Sales
module (or another module, depending on the specific policy), and will then release a batch of
parts into ‘RPQ_SA0110’. Once a worker is available and the SA0110 Processor is free, this batch
of parts will be taken out of RPQ_SA0110 and production will begin.

Figure 11: Example of a Released Parts Queue (RPQ).

4.3 CONWIP Policy
This section describes the basic mechanics behind the CONWIP policy model.

4.3.1 Basic Mechanics

Raw Material

Production and Storage of
Finished Printers

Demand

CONWIP Production Signal
Figure 12: Block diagram demonstrating the working of the CONWIP policy model.

The CONWIP policy may be implemented in different ways. In one version, finished goods
inventory in a system is considered to be a part of the CONWIP population. In another version,
the CONWIP population only includes parts that are in progress on the production floor. This
second version does not include finished goods inventory as part of the CONWIP population. The
simulation models in this thesis use the first version of the CONWIP policy everywhere.
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Figure 41 shows a basic block diagram of the working of the CONWIP model. Initially, completed
printers are stocked as finished goods inventory. For example, if the policy is to have a maximum
of 12 printers worth of parts in the system, then the model starts with 12 finished printers in
inventory.
Once a demand arrives and a printer is sold from this inventory, a production signal is sent to build
a new printer using the raw material. This releases parts for the new printer onto the Released Parts
Queue (RPQ), thus keeping the total printers worth of parts on the production floor constant.
The policy in the model can work in batch sizes greater than one as well. The rule is to release a
new batch of parts once a batch of printers has been sold from the finished goods inventory. Note
that if batches are used, then the policy is not strictly CONWIP anymore. For example, if a
maximum of 12 printers in the system is allowed, and batches of four are used, then new parts will
not be released on the RPQ until there are only eight printers remaining in finished goods
inventory. Hence, it is for example possible to have nine printers in the system instead of 12.
In a CONWIP system, it is usually expected to have a positive Net Content, where Net Content is
defined as the difference between total printers built and total sales made. However, it is also
possible to have a rapid succession of sales, resulting in negative Net Content. Positive Net Content
refers to a surplus of finished printers, and negative Net Content refers to backlog of demands.
This is depicted in Figure 13, which shows a plot of Net Content versus time for a sample CONWIP
run. At one point in this run, there were eight customers waiting for their printers.

Figure 13: Net Content versus Time in the CONWIP policy with CONWIP inventory of 12. Due to random demand,
it is possible to have negative Net Content.
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There are two levers for this policy. The first lever is CONWIP inventory, which refers to the
maximum number of printers allowed in the system at any time. The second lever is the batch size,
which refers to the batch size of production of the printers.

4.4 CONWIP-BtO Policy
This section describes the basic mechanics behind the Constant Work In Progress-Build to Order
(or CONWIP-BtO) model, and discusses the reasons behind the selection of the CONWIP to BtO
boundary.

4.4.1 Basic Mechanics

BtO Production Signal

Raw Material

Production and
Storage of
Finished Subassemblies

Subassembly
Storage

Production of
Printers when
Demands arrive

Demand

CONWIP Production Signal

Figure 14: Block diagram demonstrating the working of the CONWIP-Build to Order model.

This model is similar to the push-pull strategy as discussed in Section 3.3 on page 42. Figure 14
shows a basic block diagram of the working of the CONWIP-BtO model.
Frame and printer core subassemblies are built using a CONWIP policy. This means that the
production floor maintains CONWIP inventory sets of subassemblies. When a subassembly is used
to build a printer, a CONWIP production signal is sent to replace this subassembly by building a
new one, as shown in Figure 14. Similar to the pure CONWIP policy described in Section 4.3, the
CONWIP portion of this policy can work in batches as well. The subassembly inventory content,
which refers to the finished subassembly inventory, should preferably be positive at all times, as
shown in Figure 15.
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Figure 15: Subassembly inventory content versus time in CONWIP-Build to Order policy.

Printers are built from stored subassemblies using a Build to Order policy, which is described in
Section 3.2 on page 41. When demands for printers arrive, printers are built from CONWIP
subassemblies. This means that no finished printer inventory is expected. This is confirmed by the
model and is depicted in Figure 16. The BtO portion can function in batches as well.

Figure 16: Net Content (finished printers minus sales) versus time in CONWIP-Build to Order. Net Content is never
positive since printers are built using a Build to Order policy.

There are three levers in this policy; two for the CONWIP portion and one for the BtO portion.
The first CONWIP lever is CONWIP inventory, which refers to the maximum sets of frame and
printer core subassemblies allowed in the system. The second CONWIP lever is the subassembly
batch size, which refers to the production batch size of these subassemblies. The BtO lever is
printer batch size, which refers to the production batch size of printers.
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4.4.2 Selection of CONWIP to BtO Boundary
Printer

Calibration

Enclosure

SA0101 - Printer
Core

13 Printer Core
Subassemblies

SA0063 - Frame

8 Frame
Subassemblies
Figure 17: BoM tree of a RevG printer in the CONWIP-BtO policy.
The CONWIP to BtO boundary is shown with the dotted line. The
CONWIP portion is below this boundary, while the BtO portion is
above this boundary.

An important decision in the CONWIP-BtO policy is the selection of the CONWIP to BtO
boundary. CONWIP would be implemented upstream of this boundary, and BtO would be
implemented downstream of it. As described in Section 3.3, the location of such a boundary has
significant effects on the overall performance of the policy.
The purpose of the policy and the boundary is to allow NVBOTS to complete some production
work before demands arrive so as to reduce lead times. The selected boundary is located
downstream of finished frame and printer core subassemblies. This has been shown in Figure 17.
Two major reasons contribute to the selection of this boundary. First, the physical volumes of
frame and printer core subassemblies are much lower than either the frame/core or the
printer/enclosure. A set of subassemblies occupies approximately 0.66 cubic feet, compared to 2.8
cubic feet for a frame/core or 8 cubic feet for a printer/enclosure. This is because the frame/core
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and printer/enclosure have much higher empty spaces because of which their storage volumes are
higher.
Second, feedback from the NVBOTS production team shows that the selected boundary is the
most natural stopping point for the CONWIP portion of production. It is easy to build and store
frame and printer core subassemblies in big batches. Also, this boundary allows subassemblies
needed for both production and servicing to be stored in a common inventory.

4.5 Simulation Run Settings
This section provides an overview of the selection of the warmup and run times for the simulation
models, and provides recommendations for each of them.

4.5.1 Warmup Period
The models have a starting bias that should be ignored in the analysis. For example, in CONWIP,
the buffer is injected with finished printers at the very beginning of the simulation run. This
provides a starting point that is necessary for the simulation to run. However, this should not be
considered in the simulation as it may skew the results. In addition, some performance variables
are logged in such a way that initial values are nonsensical. These should be ignored.
For example, the average lead time label in all models is set to zero every time the simulation
resets. Until the first printer is paired with its customer work order, the model shows a value of a
zero average lead time, which is not realistic for Build to Order models that will always have some
waiting time by definition. However, the value of this label is nonetheless recorded. The initial
values should therefore be discarded.
To achieve this, a warm up period is required to allow the model to settle before any data is taken.
The next step is to determine how long this warmup period should be.
The main performance measures of the models are average lead time and average content in
buffers. The average lead time and average content should therefore be the main determinants of
the warm up period. Figure 18 below shows the average content of printer core subassembly buffer
in the CONWIP-BtO system for four replicates. At the very beginning of the plot, the values go
from zero (at time zero) to approximately ten. This is the injection of parts mentioned above. Over
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time, this value quickly drops. Somewhere before 100,000 simulated minutes the values appear to
stabilize.

Avg Content in CONWIP Buffer

Avg Content in CONWIP Buffer vs. Simulated Time in CONWIP-BtO
12
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Figure 18: Average content in a CONWIP buffer versus simulated time for four replicates in CONWIP-BtO.

Figure 19 below shows a similar plot for average lead time of customers in a CONWIP-BtO
system. In the first few thousand simulated minutes, average lead time quickly rises from zero to
roughly 1,600 minutes. This is due to the data logging in the simulation; if no sales have been
made yet, the software logs a lead time of zero. Within the first ~20,000 minutes, the model appears
to begin logging sensible data.
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Average Lead Time vs. Simulated Time in CONWIP-BtO
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Figure 19: Average lead time versus simulated time for four replicates in CONWIP-BtO.

The other policies behave in a similar way – there is an initial adjustment period but it is relatively
short. For example, in Figure 20 the values appear to settle around 100,000 minutes for BtO.
Average Lead Time vs. Simulated Time in BtO
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Figure 20: Average lead time versus simulated time for four replicates in BtO.

Following this analysis, it appears as though the initial adjustment period is typically on the order
of 104 to 105 minutes. In order to be safe, and because the warmup period is computationally
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inexpensive in the software (since data are not logged), all data runs are done with a warmup period
of 106 minutes.

4.5.2 Run Time
Once the warmup period has finished, it is assumed that the model starts collecting useable data.
The run time should be long enough to collect meaningful data during this state.
A BtO model is run under a particular set of settings for 60 million simulated minutes
(approximately 120,000 printers). This is repeated for a total of five replicates. The average lead
time is found to be 2,247 minutes, with a standard deviation of only 8.9 minutes. It is assumed that
an average lead time of 2,247 minutes is therefore the long term average and the ‘true’ output of
this model under these settings.
The same model is then run numerous times for three million simulated minutes. Three replicates
are averaged together from these runs to give an estimate of the performance measure. This is
repeated until there are 43 estimates based on 129 runs of three million simulated minutes each.
Out of the 43 estimates of the performance measure, 42 (or 98%) lie within the band of 2,247 ±5%.
This is deemed to be sufficient for the purpose of the model.
A similar approach is taken for the CONWIP-BtO model to confirm whether or not three replicates
of three million simulated minutes each would result in an estimate that lies within 5% of the ‘true’
estimate. The model is left to run for five replicates of 60 million simulated minutes. Across these
five replicates, the average of average lead times is found to be 1,634 minutes with a standard
deviation of only 3.9. Once again this is assumed to be the ‘true’ result. As above, 43 estimates of
the average lead time are derived from 129 runs of three million simulated minutes each (three
replicates per estimate). 43 out of the 43 estimates (100%) lie within the band of 1,634 ±5%.
Finally, the average content in the frame subassemblies buffer in the CONWIP-BtO policy is
measured. The long term average content is 6.31 with a standard deviation of 0.016. Out of the 43
estimates, 43 (100%) lie within the band of 6.31 ±5%.
Running the simulation for three million minutes, and averaging across three replicates is therefore
justified. However, in order to be conservative, a run time of five million minutes per replicate is
used instead.
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4.5.3 Summary of Warmup Period and Run Time
Based on conservative calculations explained in Sections 4.5.1 and 4.5.2, the recommended
warmup period is one million minutes, and the recommended run time is five million minutes.
Three replicates should be averaged to give a good estimate of the performance variable.
Depending on the specific simulation settings, it takes between roughly one and four minutes for
a typical run of five million simulated minutes. Simulations are done on a laptop with an Intel Core
i5-4200M CPU with a 2.50 GHz processor, and 12 GB of RAM.
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5 Analysis
This section provides detailed analysis of CONWIP and CONWIP-BtO base models. It discusses
the effects of various levers on the performance of each policy and explains existing trade-offs. It
includes a brief summary of van Grootel’s work on Push and Build to Order (BtO) models [1], and
makes some recommendations to NVBOTS. It concludes with some feedback from NVBOTS.
All figures are based on data from simulations, unless stated otherwise.

5.1 CONWIP Policy Analysis
5.1.1 CONWIP Inventory and Lead Time
As explained in Section 4.3.1, there are two levers for this policy – CONWIP inventory and batch
size. A simulation run is executed to study the performance of the policy with different CONWIP
inventories and batch sizes. Since the CONWIP policy can store finished printer inventory, average
lead time is expected to be low. However, this cannot be generalized across different batch sizes
and CONWIP inventories. Figure 21 shows variation of average lead time versus CONWIP
inventory for different batch sizes.
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Figure 21: Average lead time versus CONWIP inventory for various batch sizes in CONWIP.
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In reality, NVBOTS should quote its 99 percentile lead times (or 99% lead time in short) as its
delivery times. However, for the purpose of all the analyses in this thesis, average lead times have
been used instead of 99 percentile lead times to demonstrate the trends and trade-offs in various
policies. As van Grootel’s thesis describes [1], there are strong linear correlations between 99
percentile and average lead times. The actual mathematical relationship between these two
quantities depends on the specific manufacturing policy being addressed.
Figure 21 shows that for every batch size, as CONWIP inventory increases, average lead time
reduces to close to zero minutes when CONWIP inventory is sufficiently greater than batch size,
signifying almost instantaneous demand fulfillment. For example, for batch size of two, average
lead time reduces from 207 minutes to 3 minutes as CONWIP inventory increases from 12 through
24. This is because for a given batch size, as CONWIP inventory increases, the probability of
stockouts of finished printer inventory reduces.
The system capacity, or the ability of the system to meet demand, is a function of CONWIP
inventory. As CONWIP inventory increases, the system capacity increases. Demand surges are
therefore easily absorbed by the increased finished printer inventory. The probability that a
demand will have to wait to be fulfilled reduces, thereby reducing the overall average lead times.
This effect can be seen in Figure 22, which shows stockout percentage of finished printer inventory
versus CONWIP inventory for a batch size of four. As CONWIP inventory increases, the stockout
percentage reduces. Obviously, it is desirable to minimize this stockout percentage, but this
increases the locked up capital in the system.
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Stockout % of Finished Printer Inventory vs. CONWIP
Inventory in CONWIP, Demand 15/Month
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Figure 22: Stockout % of finished printer inventory versus CONWIP inventory in CONWIP policy.

5.1.2 Batch Size and Lead Time
Figure 23 shows variation of average lead time versus batch size for different CONWIP inventories
in the CONWIP policy. For a given CONWIP inventory, average lead time increases as batch size
increases. For example, for a CONWIP inventory of 12, changing the batch size from two through
six increases the average lead time from 207 to 1,617 minutes. In fact, for batch size of eight, the
system was unable to meet demand at CONWIP inventories of 12 and 14. These two points are
therefore not plotted.
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Avg Lead Time vs. Batch Size in CONWIP
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Figure 23: Average lead time versus batch size for various CONWIP inventories in CONWIP.

There are three effects that determine how batch size impacts lead time. The first effect is that
increasing the batch size for a fixed CONWIP inventory reduces the average finished printer
inventory. This can be observed in Figure 24, which shows a plot of average finished printer
inventory versus CONWIP inventory for various batch sizes. As batch size increases, average
finished printer inventory reduces for all CONWIP inventories.
The reason for this phenomenon is that with larger batch sizes, production signals to build new
printers are only sent when finished printer inventory dips to very low levels. These production
signals are messages that trigger the start of production of new batches.
Consider for example a batch size of 8 and CONWIP inventory of 12, and let production start with
a finished printer inventory of 12 units. As demands arrive, finished printer inventory reduces by
eight units until only four printers remain. At this instant, a signal to produce the next batch of
eight printers is sent.
There are only four printers left to cater to demand while the next batch of eight printers is being
produced. If the new batch of eight is not ready by the time the remaining four printers are used
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up, all subsequent demands have to wait. In other words, chances of stockouts are high with large
batch sizes, thereby increasing average lead times.
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Figure 24: Average finished printer inventory versus CONWIP inventory for various batch sizes in CONWIP.

The second effect is that as batch size increases, the number of production signals/work
orders/batches worth of parts that can exist in the system reduces. For example, with a batch size
of 8 and CONWIP inventory of 12, only one production signal worth 8 printers can exist in the
system. This signal is sent when finished printer inventory reduces to 12 − 8 = 4 printers.
Compared to this, a smaller batch size of 4 with CONWIP inventory of 12 allows three signals of
4 printers each to exist in the system. These signals are be sent when inventory finished reduces to
12 − 4 = 8, 8 − 4 = 4, and 4 − 4 = 0 printers. In other words, having smaller batch sizes allows
smaller and more number of production signals to exist in the system. This improves the resolution
of production and decreases lead times. This performance also depends on demand. A policy that
does not work for high demand might work well for a lower demand.
The third effect is that the processing of larger batch sizes takes longer compared to that of smaller
batch sizes. This increases the overall times spent by a batch at each workstation. For example,
with a batch size of eight, the first printer has to wait for the remaining seven printers to be
processed before the entire batch moves to the next workstation. Compared to this, with a batch
size of four, the first printer has to wait for the processing of only three remaining printers before
the batch moves on to the next station. This effect will not exist for a batch size of one.
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These three effects of increasing batch size can be seen in Figure 25, which shows variation of Net
Content versus time for sample runs with batch sizes of 2, 5 and 8. Net Content is defined as the
difference of total printers built and total sales made. CONWIP inventory is kept fixed at 12 for
all three runs with monthly demand of 15 printers.
As batch size increases from 2 to 5, the instances of stockouts increase drastically. For batch size
of 5, there is a significant portion with negative Net Content during the run. For batch size of 8,
the performance is so bad that the system is unable to meet demand.

Figure 25: Net Content versus time for various batch sizes in CONWIP. Note that CONWIP inventory is fixed at 12.

5.1.3 CONWIP Inventory, Batch Size and Locked up Capital
The locked up capital in CONWIP is approximated to be equal to CONWIP inventory worth of
printers. For example, if the CONWIP inventory is 12, then locked up capital will approximately
be 12 printers. This includes only the WIP and finished printer inventories, and does not include
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raw material inventory. Note that locked up capital has been expressed in number of printers
instead of a dollar value to avoid revealing NVBOTS’ costs.
The reason for this approximation is that the functioning of CONWIP policy ensures that the sum
of WIP and finished printer inventory in the system, which is also equal to CONWIP inventory,
remains constant. For instance, with batch size of 1 and CONWIP inventory of 12, initially the
system has 12 finished printers and 0 WIP printers. As soon as a demand arrives, a printer is sold
from final printer inventory to fulfill that demand. When this happens, a production signal to
produce a new printer is sent, and parts are released into the system. Therefore, now, instead of
having 12 finished printers, there are 11 finished printers and 1 WIP printer. Their sum is still
constant at 12.
Note however that this method slightly overestimates the locked up capital in the system for batch
sizes greater than 1. For instance, with batch size of 4 and CONWIP inventory of 12, a production
signal to build a new batch of four printers will not be sent until finished printer inventory reduces
to eight. Consequently, there exist finite times when the sum of WIP and finished printer
inventories is lesser than the initial CONWIP inventory. However, this decrease in total locked up
capital is not significant.
The validity of this assumption can be seen in Figure 26, which shows variation of average locked
up capital versus batch size for a fixed CONWIP inventory of 30 and monthly printer demand of
15. As batch size increases from 2 through 12, although there is a decrease in the average locked
up capital, the decrease is very gradual, maintaining average locked up capital for all batch sizes
in the band of approximately 25 to 30 units. For the purpose of the simulation models, this
assumption therefore provides a reasonable method to approximate locked up capital in the
CONWIP policy.
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Figure 26: Average locked up capital versus batch size for fixed CONWIP inventory of 30 in the CONWIP policy.

5.1.4 Conclusions and Recommendations
There exist two major tradeoffs in the CONWIP policy, one for each of the two levers – batch size
and CONWIP inventory. For CONWIP inventory, the tradeoff is clear. Increasing the CONWIP
inventory decreases the lead times but increases locked up capital. With regards to batch size,
increasing the batch size increases lead times, but the production team at NVBOTS prefers to work
in bigger batch sizes for convenience in production. Note that so far, no lead time benefit of
batching has been addressed. It is included in the analysis of the advanced model in Section 6.
Keeping in mind these tradeoffs and feedback from NVBOTS’ production team, a batch size of 6
with a CONWIP inventory of 24 is recommended for when NVBOTS moves to a larger production
facility. This relatively big batch size will not affect lead times significantly since the CONWIP
inventory of 24 is sufficiently greater than batch size of 6, reducing chances of stockouts. Other
values of batch size and CONWIP inventory can be explored as well, provided they have similar
CONWIP inventory to batch size ratios. A performance summary of the CONWIP policy with
these values has been detailed in Table 2. The 99% lead time in column two refers to the lead time
within which 99% of the orders are fulfilled. Service subassembly demand is 30 units per month.
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Table 2: Performance summary of CONWIP policy with batch size 6, CONWIP inventory 24, and number of
workers 3.

Demand
(printers/month)
10
15
20
25

99% Lead
Time (min)
0
1.75
3.05
1781.6

Locked up Capital
(# of printers)
24
24
24
24

Worker
Utilization (%)
70
70
85
95

The CONWIP policy provides 99% lead times of close to zero minutes for demands of 10 and 15
printers per month. However, for demand scenarios of 20 and 25, the system capacity is unable to
meet demand with the base worker utilization of 70%. Consequently, the worker utilization is
increased to maintain lead times under one workweek (~2,400 minutes), as shown in Table 2. The
practical takeaway from this is that as the system capacity comes close to demand, it is important
to increase the utilization of workers by ensuring that their schedules are clear of any nonproduction tasks.
At present, the lead time requirements of NVBOTS are not excessively stringent. The CONWIP
policy will make sense for NVBOTS when its lead time requirements become critical in the future.
However, if NVBOTS decides to segregate into different product lines, then a pure CONWIP
policy would be impractical. In such a case, a Late Stage Differentiation CONWIP-BtO policy is
recommended. Such a policy is detailed in Section 6 on page 82.
For service subassemblies (Hot End and Encoder), a CONWIP policy is recommended regardless
of the policy with which printers are built. This is to achieve minimal lead times by ensuring that
there is always finished inventory for these service subassemblies as and when required by
NVBOTS’ servicing staff. Even a relatively low lead time of, say, three workdays is unacceptable
for service subassemblies since it may tarnish NVBOTS’ relations with its existing customers.

5.2 CONWIP-BtO Policy Analysis
5.2.1 CONWIP Inventory, Subassembly Batch Size and Lead Time
As explained in Section 4.4.1, there are three levers in this policy – subassembly batch size,
CONWIP inventory, and printer batch size. As and when demands arrive, printers are built from
previously stored frame and printer core subassemblies. This is unlike the CONWIP policy, in
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which finished printer inventory is maintained. Consequently, lead times in the CONWIP-BtO
policy are generally much higher than in the CONWIP policy.
Figure 27 shows the variation of average lead time versus CONWIP inventory for three different
subassembly batch sizes. To explain the effects of subassembly batch size on average lead time,
low, medium and high subassembly batch size values of 2, 6 and 12 are taken.
The effects of CONWIP inventory and subassembly batch size on average lead time in the
CONWIP-BtO policy are quite similar to the effects of their counterparts in the pure CONWIP
policy detailed in Sections 5.1.1 and 5.1.2. For a fixed subassembly batch size, increasing the
CONWIP inventory decreases the average lead time because chances of stockouts decrease. The
ability of the system to meet demand is a function of CONWIP inventory.
Similarly, for a fixed CONWIP inventory, increasing the subassembly batch size increases average
lead times. This is because increasing the subassembly batch size causes greater dips in finished
subassembly inventory, increases batch processing times, and reduces the number of production
signals/work orders/batches that can exist in the system. All three of these effects are similar to
those in the pure CONWIP policy.
Avg Lead Time vs. CONWIP Inventory in CONWIP-BtO
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Figure 27: Average lead time versus CONWIP inventory for various subassembly batch sizes in CONWIP-BtO.
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An important difference in the effects of CONWIP inventory and subassembly batch size in
CONWIP-BtO compared to the effects of their counterparts in pure CONWIP is related to the
reduced sensitivity of these levers in the CONWIP-BtO policy. In the CONWIP-BtO policy, the
CONWIP portion only accounts for roughly 3 out of a total of approximately 10.5 man-hours
required per printer. Consequently, the CONWIP levers do not significantly affect the performance
of the policy.
This can be seen in Figure 27. The difference in average lead times between subassembly batch
sizes of 2 and 6 is low. Even for batch size 12, if CONWIP inventory is sufficiently greater than
12, then average lead time comes very close to those with batch sizes 2 and 6. The main takeaway
from this analysis is that in the CONWIP-BtO policy, workers may choose to use large
subassembly batch sizes without significantly affecting lead time.

5.2.2 Printer Batch Size and Lead Time
To study the effects of printer batch size on lead time, a simulation is executed with base monthly
demand of 15 printers, subassembly batch size of 12, CONWIP inventory of 24, and worker
utilization of 70%. Figure 28 shows the variation of average lead time versus printer batch size for
this run.
Avg Lead Time vs. Printer Batch Size in CONWIP-BtO
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Figure 28: Average lead time versus printer batch size in CONWIP-BtO.
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The average lead time increases almost linearly with printer batch size from 6 to 20 workdays. The
𝑅 2 value for the plot is 0.99. There are two major effects that cause this phenomenon.
First, with printer batch sizes greater than one, customers have to wait for an entire batch of printers
to fill up before production even starts for that batch. This ‘batch fill-up time’ tremendously
increases the lead time. For example, with printer batch size of five, the first customer would have
to wait for four subsequent demands to arrive before production can start. However, with a printer
batch size of one, this batch fill-up time is reduced to zero and production starts as soon as a
demand arrives, provided workers and workstations are available.
Second, once production of a batch starts, processing larger batches takes longer than processing
smaller batches. This increases overall lead times. For example, processing a batch of five printers
takes five times as long as processing a batch of one printer. Note that no benefit of batching has
yet been included in the model. These two reasons explain why larger printer batch sizes increase
lead times.
It is also interesting to note that the detrimental lead time effects of batching are worse for lower
demands than for higher demands. This can be seen in Figure 29, which shows the variation of
average lead times versus printer batch size for monthly demands of 5, 10, 15 and 20 printers. Note
that system capacity with 70% worker utilization fails to meet higher demand of 20 printers per
month. Consequently, for the purpose of a fair comparison in the analysis, a common worker
utilization of 100% is taken for all demands. Service subassembly demand is 30 units per month.
For printer batch sizes of 3, 6, and 12, average lead times are higher for lower demands. For
example, for printer batch size of 12, the average lead times for monthly demands of 5 and 20 are
33 workdays and 17 workdays respectively.
The reason for this is that with lower demands, a large batch of demands takes longer to fill up
before its production can start. For example, for monthly demand of 5 printers, it would take a
long time to fill up a batch of 12 demands before production can start. Compared to this, with a
monthly demand of 20, a batch of 12 demands would fill up much quicker.
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Avg Lead Time vs. Printer Batch Size in CONWIP-BtO
Subassembly Batch Size 12, CONWIP Inventory 24,
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Figure 29: Average lead time versus printer batch size for various demands in CONWIP-BtO.

Note however that this phenomenon does not take place for printer batch size of 1. In other words,
with printer batch size of 1, there are no detrimental effects of batching on the average lead time.
As Table 3 shows for printer batch size of 1, average lead time increases as demand increases,
whereas the opposite is true for printer batch sizes of 3 or higher.
Table 3: Average lead time versus printer batch size in CONWIP-BtO. Note that for printer batch size of 1, lead
time increases as demand increases. However, the opposite is true for other printer batch sizes.

Demand
(printers/month)
5
10
15
20

Printer
Batch Size
1
2.9
3.0
3.1
3.4

Average Lead Time (workdays)
Printer
Printer
Printer
Batch Size Batch Size
Batch Size
3
6
12
8.3
16.5
32.9
6.3
11.5
21.7
5.7
9.9
18.2
5.6
9.3
16.6

The reason for this is that with a printer batch size of 1, lead time consists of only the time that is
takes to build a printer after a demand has arrived. There is no longer any batch fill-up time. As
monthly demand increases from 5 through 20 printers, the probability that workers or workstations
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are occupied with previous orders increases, causing new orders to wait. Therefore, for printer
batch size of 1, as demand increases, average lead time increases as well.
Note that this effect of increase in lead time due to increase in demand exists for other printer batch
sizes as well. However, the detrimental effects of batching are more influential there, resulting in
the trends shown in Table 3.

5.2.3 CONWIP Inventory, Subassembly Batch Size and Locked up Capital
The effects of the three levers on the system’s locked up capital in the CONWIP-BtO policy can
be split into the CONWIP portion and the BtO portion. Subassembly batch size and CONWIP
inventory affect CONWIP portion’s locked up capital, while printer batch size affects BtO
portion’s WIP. Consequently, the locked up capital analysis has been split into CONWIP and BtO
portions. The overall locked up capital in the system will be the sum of locked up capital in these
two portions.
Section 5.1.3 explains the effects of batch size and CONWIP inventory on locked up capital in the
pure CONWIP policy. The effects of their CONWIP-BtO counterparts – namely subassembly
batch size and CONWIP inventory – are similar. The different is that unlike the pure CONWIP
policy that stores finished printers, the CONWIP-BtO policy only stores finished frame and printer
core subassemblies.
Similar to the pure CONWIP policy, the CONWIP portion’s locked up capital in the CONWIPBtO policy is approximated to be equal to CONWIP inventory worth of frame and printer core
subassemblies. This includes only WIP and finished subassemblies, and does not include raw
material.
The reason for this approximation is the nature of operation of the CONWIP portion. When a set
of subassemblies is used up from inventory, a production signal to build a new set is issued, and
parts are released on the production floor. This keeps the sum of WIP and finished subassemblies
constant and equal to the CONWIP inventory. Note that this method slightly overestimates locked
up capital for batch sizes greater than one since now, instances where sum of WIP and finished
inventory is lesser than CONWIP inventory do exist. However, for the purpose of the model, this
approximation provides a reasonable method to estimate of CONWIP portion’s locked up capital
in CONWIP-BtO policy.
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5.2.4 Printer Batch Size and BtO WIP
To study the effects of printer batch size on WIP in the BtO portion, a simulation is executed with
subassembly batch of 12 and CONWIP inventory of 24 for demand varying from 10 through to 35
printers per month. Figure 30 shows the variation of average BtO WIP versus demand for various
printer batch sizes. Service subassembly demand is 30 units per month.
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Figure 30: Average BtO WIP versus demand for various printer batch sizes in CONWIP-BtO.

For a given demand of, say, 15 printers per month, average BtO WIP increases from 3.9 to 12.4 as
printer batch size increases from 1 to 12. This is because with larger printer batch sizes, the
duration of a printer being locked up as WIP in the BtO portion increases on the average. For
example, with a printer batch size of 12, the first printer in the batch would have to wait for the
subsequent 11 printers to be finished before the entire batch is sold to customers. Compared to
this, the first printer in a batch size of 6 would wait only for 5 subsequent printers to be finished
before the entire batch of printers is shipped to customers. Consequently, for a given demand,
increasing printer batch size increases the average BtO WIP.
Note also in Figure 30 that for a given printer batch size, as demand increases, average BtO WIP
increases till a certain point beyond which it levels off. For example, for a printer batch size of 6,
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as demand increases from 10 through 25 printers per month, average BtO WIP increases from 4.9
to 18.5. Beyond this, for higher demands, average BtO WIP levels off and stays close to 18.5.
This is because as demand increases from 10 to 25, average BtO WIP increases till a certain point
since orders for more and more batches of printers exist in the system as WIP. However, with the
given worker utilization, the system capacity is around 20 to 25 printers per month. Therefore,
beyond a demand of 25 printers per month, there is no further increase in average BtO WIP since
the system has already reached its capacity and the production floor is saturated. In other words,
beyond this demand, the capacity of the upstream CONWIP portion has been exceeded.
Consequently, the flow to the downstream BtO portion becomes flat lined and the curve levels off.

5.2.5 Conclusions and Recommendations
From the analyses of various levers, the tradeoffs for the CONWIP-BtO policy are clear. The
effects of CONWIP inventory and subassembly batch size are similar to the effects of their
counterparts in the CONWIP policy. An increase in subassembly batch size increases average lead
time; however, the production team at NVBOTS prefers to work in larger batches for convenience
in production. As CONWIP inventory increases, average lead time decreases; however, this leads
to an increase in the locked up capital. Nonetheless, the effects of these two levers on lead time
are not as significant as in the pure CONWIP policy explained in Section 5.1.
For the BtO portion, increasing the printer batch size has detrimental impacts on both average lead
time and average BtO WIP. The effects of large printer batch size on lead time are worse for lower
demands, as explained in Section 5.2.2.
At this point, it is useful to note that average lead times in CONWIP-BtO policy are not
significantly lower than their counterparts in the pure Build to Order policy described in van
Grootel’s thesis [1]. This is shown in Figure 31, which shows variation of average lead times for
CONWIP-BtO and pure BtO policies versus printer batch size for a sample monthly demand of 15
printers. Note that worker utilization has been kept at 100% so that it does not have any effect on
the average lead times. As Figure 31 shows, the difference in average lead times between the two
policies is not significant. For example, with a printer batch size of 6, the difference is only two
workdays.
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Figure 31: Comparison of average lead times in CONWIP-BtO and pure BtO policies as a function of printer batch
size for a monthly demand of 15 printers.

On the other hand, locked up capital in CONWIP-BtO would be higher than in pure BtO since
CONWIP-BtO stores finished subassemblies in its CONWIP portion. These results indicate that
CONWIP-BtO provides low lead time benefits over BtO at the cost of high locked up capital.
Consequently, CONWIP-BtO with the selected boundary is not recommended.
The reason due to which the CONWIP-BtO policy provides only a marginal lead time benefit over
the BtO policy is the location of the CONWIP-BtO boundary. Although the boundary provides the
most natural stopping point for production in terms of convenience and physical volume of
subassemblies, the CONWIP portion accounts for only about 3 out of a total of approximately 10.5
man-hours required to build a printer. Since about only 30% percent of total production can be
done beforehand via the CONWIP portion, the lead time benefits of this policy are not significant.
However, the concept of a CONWIP-BtO system with a different boundary may be explored by
NVBOTS in the future to take advantage of reduced lead times offered with a similar hybrid
production strategy. The effects of various levers explored in this policy will remain similar
regardless of the location of the boundary. A modification of this policy with a more downstream
CONWIP to BtO boundary has been explored in Section 6 to evaluate the potential of late stage
differentiation for NVBOTS’ product lines.
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5.3 Presenting Results to NVBOTS
5.3.1 Summary of Findings
The results of the models discussed in this thesis so far as well as the models discussed in van
Grootel’s thesis [1] were presented to NVBOTS for feedback. This section provides a short
summary. Note that this section is largely the same as the one in van Grootel’s thesis [1].
The CONWIP system predicts a 99% lead time of zero to a few days. For this, NVBOTS can
explore a batch size of 6 with CONWIP inventory of 24 printers when it moves to a bigger facility,
and CONWIP inventory of 12 printers at the current facility due to space constraints. It appears
that an important factor is the ratio of CONWIP inventory to batch size, which should be kept at
two or higher. The CONWIP policy would be the most favorable policy for NVBOTS if it needs
to become competitive on lead time. Finally, regardless of the policy for printers, a CONWIP
policy should be adopted for service items to keep their lead times low.
The CONWIP-BtO policy fails to provide a significant performance benefit over a pure BtO
policy. The CONWIP-BtO system has gained some support by the NVBOTS production team.
However, there is no logical placement of the boundary between the CONWIP and the BtO
portions that would result in favorable outcomes for both lead time and inventory levels. The only
place where it makes sense to place the boundary is very upstream in the assembly process.
However, this includes a large proportion of the total costs. It is argued that the added inventory
levels in CONWIP-BtO are therefore not worth the lead time benefit of less than a few days.
NVBOTS’ production capacity, as estimated in van Grootel’s thesis [1], is roughly 18 printers per
month. This is assuming that three workers spend, on average, 70% of their time on production. If
all three workers spend 100% of their time on production, this capacity can go up to 30 printers
per month. However this means that the production team spends no time on servicing, meetings or
paperwork, which is unrealistic.
At present, NVBOTS’ lead time requirements are not strict, and as a result a pure BtO model, as
described in van Grootel’s thesis [1], would be a good choice since it typically has low WIP.
However, there is a strong trade-off between WIP and batch size, and between lead time and batch
size, because of which a low batch size is preferred. The BtO model predicts a batch size of one to
be the most efficient option.
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5.3.2 Feedback from NVBOTS
NVBOTS decided to move forward with the BtO model and expressed its desire to operate in
batches of around six printers. NVBOTS expressed further interest in the CONWIP-BtO model,
and asked whether or not shifting the CONWIP to BtO boundary downstream would make sense.
The main purpose behind this shift is to evaluate the potential of late stage differentiation, since
NVBOTS is looking to bring numerous product lines to market. Section 6 develops and analyzes
a late stage differentiation policy.
Additional functionality of assembly time benefit associated with producing in batches will be
added to the advanced model, and has been detailed in van Grootel’s thesis [1]. Also, as described
in Section 5.2.2, a major drawback with large batch sizes is high ‘batch fill-up time’. Van Grootel’s
thesis explores a ‘Sell x Build y’ (SxBy) policy to counter this drawback.
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6 Advanced Model
This section explores the potential of a late stage differentiation policy for NVBOTS by developing
a modified CONWIP-BtO policy model with a new CONWIP to BtO boundary. It addresses both
the development and the analysis of this policy, and makes recommendations for NVBOTS.

6.1 Overview and Purpose of the Model
There are two major motivations behind the Late Stage Differentiation CONWIP-BtO model.
First, although the original CONWIP-BtO model as described in Section 5.2 has the most
reasonable CONWIP to BtO boundary in terms of physical volume of components, it is not
recommended. This is because its CONWIP portion accounts for only 30% of the total man-hours
required per printer, due to which it does not provide significant lead time benefits over a pure BtO
policy. To take significant advantage of lead time reduction with a CONWIP-BtO hybrid model,
the boundary would have to be shifted downstream. This would allow for a greater portion of the
build work to be done beforehand via the CONWIP portion. As NVBOTS moves to a bigger
facility, issues of space constraints will reduce, making the storage of larger components feasible.
Second, NVBOTS is considering expanding its product offerings into three different product lines
– 3D printers that print with plastic, metal, and flexible material (‘flexi’ printers). In all three types
of printers, the fundamental modular skeleton of the printer would remain the same. This includes
the frame, the enclosure and majority of the printer core. The difference would be limited to a few
subassemblies within the printer core.
These two reasons provide a compelling case for a manufacturing policy that offers the benefits of
late stage differentiation to NVBOTS. In this new model, production would be split between
CONWIP and BtO portions, albeit with a new CONWIP to BtO boundary. The CONWIP portion
would be used to build subassemblies common to the three product lines ahead of demand. The
BtO portion would be used to build the three different types of printers from these common
subassemblies. This late stage differentiation policy would offer the benefits of pooling of
inventory common to all three types of printers, thereby reducing associated locked up capital
costs.
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The purpose of this Late Stage Differentiation CONWIP-BtO model with a more downstream
boundary is to evaluate the performance of the policy, analyze the effects of its various levers, and
explore whether making a switch to this policy in the future will be feasible for NVBOTS or not.

6.2 Building of the Simulation Model
The basic premise of this policy is similar to the original CONWIP-BtO policy, with overall
production split between CONWIP and BtO portions. However, locations of the CONWIP to BtO
boundary and a few printer core subassemblies are different.
Each of the three product lines has its own BtO portion that handles differentiated production
downstream of the common CONWIP portion. Figure 32 shows a screenshot of the FlexSim
model. The common CONWIP portion and the differentiated BtO portions for plastic, metal and
flexi printers can be seen in this figure.

Figure 32: Screenshot of the Late Stage Differentiation CONWIP-BtO model on FlexSim. Note how all three
product lines have a common CONWIP portion and separate BtO portions [28].

The common components are built and stored using the CONWIP portion. The BtO portions of
the three printer types draw from this common inventory to build final printers of each type as and
when demands arrive.
The CONWIP to BtO boundary exists downstream of semi-finished printer core and semi-finished
enclosure as shown in Figure 33. The reasons for the selection of this boundary are different for
the printer core and the enclosure.
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First, discussion with NVBOTS revealed that the major printer core subassemblies out of the total
13 printer core subassemblies that would be different for the three types of printers include the
print bed, electronics panel, and blade assembly. Therefore, as Figure 33 shows, it is reasoned that
the common CONWIP portion should build semi-finished printer cores consisting of the ten
common printer core subassemblies. The three differentiated printer core subassemblies are
included in the individual BtO portions.
Second, for the enclosure, the reasons behind the CONWIP to BtO boundary are different.
Building and stocking a completed enclosure in the CONWIP portion is impractical since it is
impossible to install a printer core inside a completed enclosure. The CONWIP portion therefore
includes those aspects of the enclosure that can be completed without affecting the final assembly
of printer core and enclosure. Also, a completed enclosure occupies a high volume of
approximately eight cubic feet. Storing finished enclosures would significantly increase inventory
space requirements.
It is important to note the changes in operation times due to this boundary. Table 4 shows the
modified operation times that are used in the Late Stage Differentiation model. Three sets of
operations, namely, printer core subassemblies, printer core, and enclosure, are split into BtO and
CONWIP portions. For example, the three differentiated printer core subassemblies (print bed,
electronics panel, and blade assembly) take 16 minutes out of a total of 115 minutes needed for
the 13 printer core subassemblies. These 16 minutes go into the individual BtO portions. Similar
changes are made for printer core and enclosure operations as well.
Table 4: Modified CONWIP and BtO operation times in Late Stage Differentiation model.

Operation Name
Printer Core
Subassemblies
Printer Core
Enclosure

Original Total
Operation
Time (min)
115
189
67

Late Stage BtO
Operation Time
(min)

Late Stage CONWIP
Operation Time
(min)

16
52
34

115 - 16 = 99
189 - 52 = 137
67 - 34 = 33
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Printer

Calibration
[70 min]

Enclosure
[34 min]

SA0101 Printer Core
[52 min]

3 BtO Printer Core
Subassemblies
[16 min]

SA0101 Incomplete Printer
Core
[137 min]

SA0063 - Frame
[67 min]

Incomplete
Enclosure
[33 min]

10 CONWIP Printer
Core Subassemblies
[99 min]

8 Frame
Subassemblies
[52 min]
Figure 33: Proposed BoM tree of a RevG printer in the Late Stage
Differentiation model. CONWIP to BtO boundary is shown with a
dotted line. CONWIP is below this boundary, and BtO is above this
boundary. Each printer type has its own BtO portion. The operation
times do not include inventory picking times or post processing times
for printed parts.

The validity of the model is dependent on the assumptions required to make the model. For the
purpose of the model, the following assumptions are made:


It is assumed that operation times for differentiated portions of production are identical. In
other words, operation times for the separate BtO portions of all printer types are assumed
to be the same, since actual production data for metal and flexi printers are not available.



It is assumed that the proposed CONWIP to BtO split is feasible from an engineering point
of view.



Since demand data for metal and flexi printers are not available, base case demands of ten
printers per month for metal and five printers per month for flexi are assumed after
discussion with NVBOTS. The inter-arrival times of metal and flexi printer demands are
exponentially distributed.
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An additional feature added in the model is the reduction of operation times associated with batch
production. This has been referred to as ‘batch benefit’, details of which can be found in van
Grootel’s thesis [1]. The basic premise of batch benefit is the argument that increasing the batch
size distributes setup time over a larger number of units, thereby decreasing the per-unit processing
time. In reality, this batch benefit might relate to having to read assembly procedures only once
before working on a batch of parts, or gathering the required tools for a particular subassembly
only once per batch, et cetera.
Although concrete data for batch benefit is unavailable, a setup time of 30% is taken for the
analysis based on the experience of NVBOTS’ production team [1]. For example, a total operation
time of 1 minute with 30% batch benefit implies that setup time is 0.3 minute and operation time
is 0.7 minute. For a batch size of two, the total processing time would thus be 1.7 minutes (1 + 0.7
minutes) since the setup would be done only once. This reduces the per-unit processing time from
1 minute to 1.7/2 = 0.85 minute, since now the setup time is spread over two units, and so on.
Table 5 shows the percentage of total setup time that can be removed using different batch sizes.
Table 5: Percentage of total setup time that can be removed using different batch sizes [1].

Batch Size
% of Total Benefit
Captured

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

0% 50% 67% 75% 80% 83% 86% 88% 89% 90% 91% 92%

The late stage differentiation CONWIP-BtO policy has five levers; two for the CONWIP portion
and one for each of the three BtO portions. The two levers for the CONWIP portion are CONWIP
inventory and subassembly batch size. CONWIP inventory refers to the maximum number of sets
of semi-finished printer cores and semi-finished enclosures that are allowed in the common
CONWIP portion. Subassembly batch size refers to the production batch size of these semifinished subassemblies. The levers for the BtO portions are printer batch sizes, each for plastic,
metal and flexi printers.
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6.3 CONWIP Inventory, Subassembly Batch Size and Lead Time
In Section 6.3, worker utilization is kept at a higher value of 80% since the earlier base worker
utilization of 70% is unable to meet demand.
To study the effects of these levers, a simulation with monthly demands of 15 plastic printers, 10
metal printers and 5 flexi printers is run. Printer batch size for all three printer types is kept at one.
Service subassembly demand is 30 units per month for all the analyses in Section 6.
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Printers (workdays)

Avg Lead Time for Plastic Printers vs. CONWIP Inventory
in Late Stage Differentiation CONWIP-BtO
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Figure 34: Average lead time for plastic printers versus CONWIP inventory in Late Stage Differentiation CONWIPBtO policy for various subassembly batch sizes.

The effects of the CONWIP portion’s CONWIP inventory and subassembly batch size are similar
to the effects of their counterparts in pure CONWIP in Section 5.1 and CONWIP-BtO in Section
5.2. Figure 34 shows the variation of average lead time for plastic printers versus CONWIP
inventory for numerous subassembly batch sizes.
For all subassembly batch sizes, when CONWIP inventory is close to subassembly batch size,
average lead time shoots up. This is shown by the near vertical lines, which signify that the lead
times shoot up since the system capacity is unable to meet demand. However, when the CONWIP
inventory is close to twice the subassembly batch size or greater, the system meets demand. This
happens because decreasing CONWIP inventory for a given subassembly batch size increases the
chances of stockouts of subassemblies. The ability of the system to meet demand is a function of
CONWIP inventory.
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Also, increasing the subassembly batch size for a given CONWIP inventory increases lead times
since it causes greater dips in finished subassembly inventory, increases batch processing times,
and reduces the number of production signals/work orders/batches that can exist in the CONWIP
portion at any time.
In essence, it appears that having a CONWIP inventory to subassembly batch size ratio of two or
greater provides reasonable protection against stockouts of CONWIP subassemblies. With such a
ratio, NVBOTS may choose to work with larger batch sizes at the cost of some increase in lead
time. However, this also increases the CONWIP locked up capital.

6.4 Printer Batch Size and Lead Time
In Section 6.4, to exclude the effects of worker utilization, it has been kept constant at 100%.
The effects of printer batch size are similar to those of its counterpart in the CONWIP-BtO model
described in Section 5.2.2 on page 73. Figure 35 shows the variation of average lead time for
plastic printers versus plastic printer batch size for different plastic printer demands. Note that
monthly demands for metal and flexi printers are fixed at ten and five. Subassembly batch size is
12 and CONWIP inventory is 24.
Average lead times increase for increasing demand when plastic printer batch size is one. There
are no detrimental effects of batching with this batch size. As batch size increases for a given
demand, average lead time increases since it takes longer to fill up and process larger batches of
demands compared to smaller batches. Also, for batch sizes greater than one, average lead times
are higher for lower demands. This is because with lower demands, it takes longer to fill up a batch
of demands before production starts.
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Figure 35: Average lead time for plastic printers versus plastic printer batch size for different plastic printer
demands in Late Stage Differentiation CONWIP-BtO.

For the same simulation run, the sensitivity of average lead time of non-plastic printers to variation
in plastic printer batch size is noteworthy. Figure 36 shows the variation of average lead time for
metal printers versus plastic printer batch size. Note that metal printer batch size is kept constant
at one.
Avg Lead Time for Metal Printers vs. Plastic Printer Batch Size in Late
Stage Differentiation CONWIP-BtO, Metal Printer Demand 10/Month
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Figure 36: Average lead time for Metal Printers versus plastic printer batch size for various plastic printer
demands. Note that the demand and printer batch size for metal printers are constant.
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For a given plastic printer demand, it appears that average lead time for metal printers remains
relatively insensitive to plastic printer batch size. The increase in average lead time for metal
printers is stronger when demand for plastic printers increases since now, plastic printers occupy
a greater portion of the workers’ production time. A useful takeaway from this is that NVBOTS
may choose to explore larger printer batch sizes for one product line without significantly affecting
other product lines.
Given the above analysis, the detrimental impacts of batching on lower demands can be seen. For
NVBOTS’ newer products lines of metal and flexi printers, low demands are expected in the
beginning. Consequently, for these product lines, printer batch size of one is recommended. For
plastic printers with higher demand, larger printer batch sizes may be explored.

6.5 CONWIP Inventory, Subassembly Batch Size and Locked up Capital
The total locked up capital in the Late Stage Differentiation policy is the sum of locked up capital
in the CONWIP portion, and WIP in the three BtO portions. For the CONWIP portion, locked up
capital is approximately equal to CONWIP inventory worth of semi-finished printer cores and
enclosures. This is because as soon as a set of these subassemblies is used, a signal to produce the
next set is sent and parts are released on the production floor. This keeps the sum of WIP and
finished subassembly inventory in the CONWIP portion constant.
Note that this method slightly overestimates the locked up capital for subassembly batch sizes
greater than one, similar to the CONWIP and CONWIP-BtO policies in Sections 5.1.3 and 5.2.3
respectively. However, for the purpose of the model, this provides a reasonable method to
approximate locked up capital in the CONWIP portion.

6.6 Printer Batch Size and BtO WIP
For the BtO portions, WIP is calculated using the WIP module described in Section 4.2.6. Effects
of printer batch size on BtO WIP have been described in this section using an example of average
plastic BtO WIP, which refers to average WIP in the BtO portion for plastic printers.
Figure 37 shows the variation of average plastic BtO WIP versus monthly plastic printer demand
for different plastic printer batch sizes. For a given batch size, say 3, WIP increases till a demand
of 20, beyond which it levels off at a value of around 10 units. This is because initially, as demand
increases, WIP increases as more and more printers exist as WIP in the system. However, around
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a monthly demand of 20 plastic printers, the system reaches capacity of the upstream CONWIP
portion, similar to the trend in the original CONWIP-BtO policy described in Section 5.2.4.
Consequently, the curve levels off.
It is interesting to note that the demands at which the curves level off are different for different
plastic printer batch sizes. Figure 37 shows that as the plastic printer batch size increases, the
curves level off at higher and higher demands. In fact, for batch size of 12, the curve does not level
off at all for given demands.
This is because, with larger batch sizes, there is an increase in system capacity because of the
benefit of batching [1]. In other words, as batch size increases, the system capacity increases since
setup times are distributed over a greater number of printers, reducing the per-unit processing time
of subassemblies. Due to this, there is scope for more WIP to exist in the system, as seen in Figure
37.
Avg Plastic BtO WIP vs. Plastic Printer Demand
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Figure 37: Average plastic BtO WIP versus plastic printer demand for different plastic printer batch sizes in Late
Stage Differentiation CONWIP-BtO.

6.7 Performance Summary
Figure 38 provides a performance summary of the Late Stage Differentiation CONWIP-BtO
policy. It shows variation of 99% lead times and average BtO WIP versus plastic printer batch size
for all three printer types. Monthly printer demands are fifteen for plastic, ten for metal and five
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for flexi printers. To avoid revealing costs of NVBOTS printers, WIP values are expressed in units
and not in dollars.
CONWIP inventory is 24 and subassembly batch size is 12. CONWIP locked up capital will
approximately be equal to 24 sets of semi-finished printer cores and enclosures. It appears that as
long as a CONWIP inventory to subassembly batch size ratio of two or more is maintained,
NVBOTS can explore other values without significantly affecting its lead times.
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Figure 38: Average lead time and average BtO WIP for plastic, metal and flexi printers versus plastic printer batch
size. Subassembly batch size is 12, CONWIP inventory is 24, and worker utilization is 85%.

Given that initial demands for metal and flexi printers are expected to be low, printer batch size of
one is recommended for these two printer types. This will preclude the detrimental effects of
batching associated with low demands. As Figure 38 shows, their 99% lead times remain relatively
stable at around ten workdays regardless of plastic printer batch size. Given the higher monthly
demand of ten for metal printers compared to five for flexi printers, BtO WIP for metal is higher
than that for flexi. However, 99% lead times for the two are roughly the same at around ten
workdays.
If NVBOTS plans to explore larger printer batch sizes for metal and flexi printers, then the ‘Sell 1
Build y’ policy (or ‘S1By’ in short), as described in van Grootel’s thesis [1], is recommended for
the BtO portions of metal and flexi. In this policy, when one sale is made, an entire batch of 𝑦
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printers is built. This batch therefore also fulfills the subsequent 𝑦 − 1 demands. Following this,
the next batch of 𝑦 printers is built. This policy reduces the effects of batch fill-up time,
counteracting the detrimental effects of batching associated with low demands.
For high demands of plastic printers, larger printer batch sizes may be explored. Increasing batch
size increases capacity due to benefit of batching. However, this comes at the expense of increasing
99% lead times and BtO WIP. The increase in 99% lead time in Figure 38 for plastic printers from
batch size of two to one is due to reduced capacity associated with lack of batching benefit with
batch size of one. With plastic printer batch size of six, NVBOTS can achieve a 99% lead time of
18 workdays. Note that these results are for a monthly demand of fifteen plastic printers.

6.8 Higher Demand Analysis
This section addresses the issue of higher demand scenarios and associated changes in production
that NVBOTS can explore to tackle these higher demands.
From a host of changes that NVBOTS can make to meet high demands, three are straightforward
and worth exploring for NVBOTS:


Reducing subassembly batch size. The current recommendation is of a relatively large
subassembly batch size of 12. Working with such large batch sizes increases lead times, as
explained in Section 6.3. When demand increases, smaller batch sizes can be considered
to reduce lead times.



Splitting long operations into shorter ones. There are numerous operations in NVBOTS’
production that are of very high durations. Some examples include SA0101 printer core
assembly, printer calibration, and SA0063 frame assembly. At present, only one worker at
a time is allowed to work at a workstation. Due to this, these operations take very long to
complete. Splitting these operations into shorter ones will effectively allow multiple
workers to work on these operations together, distributing workload better among them.



Hiring more workers. Hiring more workers will increase NVBOTS’ production capacity
directly by providing more man-hours for production. However, it is preferred that this
option be delayed as much as possible since hiring of more workers is expensive.
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6.8.1 Reducing Subassembly Batch Size
To explore the merit of the first option of reducing subassembly batch size, a simulation is run
with monthly demands of fifteen for plastic printers, ten for metal printers and five for flexi
printers. Printer batch size for metal and flexi is one, while for plastic printers it is six. Figure 39
shows variation of average lead time versus subassembly batch size for all three printer types.
Worker utilization is kept at 85% instead of 70% since it is expected that during future scenarios
of higher demands, NVBOTS’ production line will become more structured and disruptions to
workers’ schedules will decrease, allowing for reasonably high worker utilizations.
Avg Lead Time vs. Subassembly Batch Size in Late Stage CONWIPBtO Policy, Monthly Demand: Plastic 15, Metal 10, Flexi 5
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Figure 39: Average lead time versus subassembly batch size for plastic, metal and flexi printers. Note that lead
times do not significantly change for subassembly batch size greater than three.

There are two opposing effects taking place here. First, decreasing the batch size reduces the lead
time benefit associated with batching since setup time per unit increases and capacity decreases.
The second effect is related to the detrimental effects of increasing batch size as described in
Section 6.3. That is, increasing subassembly batch size causes greater dips in subassembly
inventory, increases processing time at each work station, and reduces the number of work
orders/production signals/batches that can exist in the system. All these effects increase lead times.
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Due to the first effect, the system capacity reduces drastically at subassembly batch sizes of two
and one. This renders the system incapable to meet demand and average lead time shoots up for
metal and flexi printers, as shown in Figure 39.
With subassembly batch sizes of 3 or greater, the variation in average lead times for plastic, metal
or flexi printers is not significant. For plastic printers, average lead time remains within the band
of seven to eight workdays. For metal and flexi printers, average lead time remains approximately
between three to four workdays. In other words, there is no significant lead time benefit associated
with reducing subassembly batch size from 12. Nonetheless, to obtain some improvement in lead
time, a subassembly batch size of six has been considered for subsequent analysis.

6.8.2 Splitting Long Operations and Hiring More Workers
To explore the merit of the methods of splitting long operations and hiring more workers, the
original Late Stage CONWIP-BtO model is modified to incorporate splitting of long operations
into shorter ones. Overall, three models are compared – Original, CONWIP Printer Core Split,
and All Split. These models are named on the basis of the operations being split in each model. For
example, in the CONWIP Printer Core Split model, the common CONWIP Printer Core operation
of 137 minutes is split into two operations of 68.5 minutes each, as seen in Table 6.
A summary of operations that are split in each of these three models is given in Table 6. The
resulting longest operation times in each model after the splits are shown in the last column.
Table 6: Summary of operation splits in Late Stage Differentiation CONWIP-BtO models.

Model Name
Original
CONWIP
Printer Core
Split

All Split

Operation Split
(None)
CONWIP SA0101
Printer Core
CONWIP SA0063
Frame
CONWIP SA0101
Printer Core
BtO SA0101 Printer
Core
BtO Calibration

# of
Splits
-

New
Operation
Time of
Each Split
(min)
-

Longest
Operation
Time in
Model
(min)
137

137

2

68.5

70

67

2

33.5

137

3

45.7

52

2

26

70

2

35

Original
Operation
Time
(min)
-
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45.7

Higher demand scenarios of plastic printers for each of these three models are tested. The base
case settings are CONWIP inventory 24, subassembly batch size 6, plastic printer batch size 6,
metal printer batch size 1, flexi printer batch size 1, and worker utilization 85%. Monthly demand
of plastic printers is varied from 15 through 45. Monthly demand for metal printers is fixed at 10,
and for flexi printers is fixed at 5. The cumulative printer demand therefore varies from 30 to 60
printers per month.
Figure 40 shows the number of workers required in each model to either meet demand or maintain
an average lead time of 10 or fewer workdays. With a low demand of 15 plastic printers, the
number of workers required in all three models is the same. As demand increases to 45 plastic
printers, fewer workers are required in the CONWIP Printer Core Split model compared to the
Original model. This number is smaller still in the All Split model. In essence, increasing the
number of operation splits delays and reduces the requirement of additional workers.

# of Workers Needed

Number of Workers Needed vs. Plastic Printer Demand
in Late Stage CONWIP-BtO Higher Demand Analysis
Worker Utilization 85%, Monthly Demand: Metal 10, Flexi 5
12
11
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0
15

20

25

30

35

40

45

Plastic Printer Demand (printers/month)
Original

CONWIP Printer Core Split

All Split

Figure 40: Number of workers needed versus plastic printer demand in modified Late Stage CONWIP-BtO. Note
how increasing the number of splits of long operation times significantly reduces the number of workers needed.

The reason for this is that without splitting long operations, only one worker is allowed to work
on each workstation. The resulting long operation time increases chances of starving or blocking
other workstations, which reduces the effective capacity of the system and increases lead times.
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Splitting of an operation solves this problem by allowing two or more workers to work on the same
subassembly. This distributes workload better among workers.
What this means for NVBOTS is that with high demands, having long operation times is
extensively detrimental to system capacity. Hiring of more workers is an expensive solution for
increasing system capacity, and it should be delayed as much as possible. As Figure 40 shows,
splitting long operations into shorter ones is a very effective method to achieve this. For example,
with plastic printer demand of 45 printers, the Original model needs 11 workers to meet demand,
while the All Split model needs only 6 workers to meet the same demand.
Note that not all of the recommended operation splits may be practical in reality. The primary
purpose of this analysis is to demonstrate the significant benefit of splitting long operations into
shorter ones.
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7 Conclusions and Recommendations
This section summarizes the most important findings from the author’s thesis.
The author’s thesis indicates that, regardless of the policy for printers, a CONWIP policy is
recommended for service items, even if it means adding some inventory cost. The lead times for
these items are critical. A sufficiently low lead time can only be achieved using a policy in which
finished items are held in inventory. When lead time requirements for printers also become critical,
a CONWIP policy is recommended for printers as well.
In the CONWIP policy, it appears that an important factor while choosing a large batch size is to
ensure that the CONWIP inventory is twice the batch size or larger. This allows for two or more
production signals to exist in the system at a time, which provides good protection against finished
goods inventory stockouts. This result holds true for CONWIP portions of the original CONWIPBtO and Late Stage Differentiation CONWIP-BtO policies as well. For the pure CONWIP policy,
a batch size of 6 with a CONWIP inventory of 24 is recommended for when NVBOTS moves to
a new production facility. This provides 99% lead times of under a week.
The original CONWIP-BtO system fails to provide a significant performance benefit over a pure
BtO system. The CONWIP-BtO system has gained some support by the NVBOTS production
team because of its provision to allow some production work to be done before demands arrive.
However, there is no reasonable placement of the boundary between the CONWIP and BtO
portions that provides favorable outcomes for both lead time and inventory. It is argued that the
added inventory levels in CONWIP-BtO are therefore not worth the lead time benefit of less than
a few days.
For Late Stage Differentiation CONWIP-BtO, a logical placement of the CONWIP to BtO
boundary is downstream of semi-finished printer cores and enclosures, as indicated in Figure 33
on page 85. Given that demands for metal and flexi printers are expected to be low initially, printer
batch size of one is recommended for both these printer types. This provides 99% lead times of
around nine workdays for monthly demands of ten for metal and five for flexi printers. If NVBOTS
wishes to explore larger printer batch sizes for them, then the ‘S1By’ policy, detailed in van
Grootel’s thesis [1], is recommended. For plastic printers with higher demands, larger printer batch
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sizes may be explored. With a plastic printer batch size of 6, a 99% lead time of 18 workdays for
plastic printers can be achieved.
Lastly, for higher demands, NVBOTS should explore splitting long operations into shorter ones.
This allows multiple workers to work on the same sets of subassemblies and distributes workload
better. This can increase effective system capacity and delay the expensive hiring of workers. A
total demand of 60 printers per month can be met with 6 workers in the ‘All Split’ Late Stage
CONWIP-BtO model.
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8 Future Work and Other Problem Areas
This section details future work that can be done to continue with this project. It also details other
problem areas that were identified during the problem formulation stage of the project.

8.1 Future Work
Future work should include implementing a manufacturing policy and collecting data to see
whether or not observed values align with predicted values. There is insufficient time for these
data to be collected by the current M.Eng. team, but it will be useful to verify the simulation. If
observed values do not align with the simulation, then some of the assumptions may have to be
reconsidered.
It may also be worthwhile to revisit the simulation once more information about the new product
lines is available. As shown in Section 6, a late stage differentiation policy is sensible. However,
the batch sizes that NVBOTS should choose or the lead times that it can expect may change
depending on the design of the products. In general, higher the similarity across products, better it
is for the manufacturing system.
Another manufacturing policy that may be worthwhile to explore is the CONWIP-CONWIP-BtO
policy, in which the first CONWIP portion would include finished frame and printer core
subassemblies. The second CONWIP portion would include semi-finished printer cores and
enclosures. Finally, the BtO portion would include the remainder of production for all three
product lines. Such a policy would provide more flexibility in production compared to the
CONWIP-BtO policies discussed in this thesis.

8.2 Identification of Other Problem Areas
The initial survey of the company and two printer builds helped to identify potential problem areas
at NVBOTS. The M.Eng. team decided to focus on inventory management and manufacturing
systems. However, other problems are identified in this section.
Many of these other obstacles could each be the focus of a thesis. However, by the time a new
M.Eng. team arrives at NVBOTS, some of these problems may be solved, or the circumstances
may change substantially.
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In addition, each of these obstacles could prevent a startup in a similar position from achieving a
successful scale up. It is therefore worthwhile to detail these obstacles in order to aid others in
identifying similar problems at their companies.

8.2.1 Quality Definition and Quality Testing
Product quality is incredibly important for a startup because low product quality can tarnish a
startup’s reputation. It may be possible for NVBOTS to manually check every aspect of a printer
when its production volume is very low. However, once throughput increases, this strategy will
become impractical and time consuming. There needs to be an additional test to effectively and
efficiently qualify a printer. If the output quality of a production line begins to decline, it needs to
be addressed well before it causes issues for customers.
At the onset of the project at NVBOTS, there did not exist a rigorous formal definition of quality
specifications to quantify the ‘goodness’ of a printer. Qualifying a printed part relied mostly on its
visual inspection. While no serious complaints have been made, the quality of printers coming out
from the production floor was mostly unknown.
Did the design change to the printer impact the ability of the printer to print high quality parts?
Will the quality of the printer drop when production is ramped up? These kinds of questions are
unanswerable, and could expose NVBOTS to risk.
A project on this topic would include the development of quality control tests. In addition, the
project scope would include the development of a formal framework to continuously monitor and
improve quality.
The lesson for other companies here is to set quality standards for their products. The issues that
need to be addressed include quantifying the ‘goodness’ of products, creating and executing tests
to check product quality, and designing protocols to follow in the event of quality issues.
Note that since the beginning of the project, NVBOTS has made significant steps to improve its
quality control.

8.2.2 Procedures that are Difficult to Scale
Many parts of the company will need to scale up when sales increase. This will lead to increased
expenditure in some areas. For example, a larger manufacturing team will be required in order to
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achieve a significantly higher throughput. For some aspects, however, the increase in sales will
not lead to a commensurate increase in costs, but in much higher costs.
There are some procedures or policies that are more difficult to scale up than others. For example,
some procedures take up a lot of space, are expensive, or take up a lot of time. Scaling these up by
one or two orders of magnitude may take up so much space that a bigger facility may be required,
or they may be prohibitively expensive, eating up all the revenue.
Some examples of practices at NVBOTS that are difficult to scale include filament calibration,
servicing, shipping and the 3D printing of production parts.
Filament Calibration
An example of a process at NVBOTS that does not scale is filament calibration. This is a job that
the VP of engineering has taken responsibility for. The process is complex, requires experience,
and does not have a set procedure. In short, the problem is that NVBOTS’ printers are based on
the FDM additive manufacturing process. The printer draws plastic filament from spools, which
are sourced from a supplier. There is notable variation in the material characteristics of this
filament from batch to batch received from the supplier. Compensating for this variation requires
time consuming calibration of the settings.
Every few weeks this process can take a few hours, or potentially a few days. Currently, this is not
an issue, as the benefit far outweighs the cost. However, if the demand for filament increases, this
process will need to be done more frequently. Since the production team also uses filament that
needs to be calibrated, a delay in calibration delays production as well.
NVBOTS should find an alternative to the current process of filament calibration. This can either
be in the form of defining a more efficient procedure for filament calibration, or removing the need
for manual calibration in the first place. A project in this area could take up one or both routes.
Servicing
During failures of printers in the field, NVBOTS sends out its own personnel for servicing.
NVBOTS’ servicing capabilities would have to scale up roughly linearly with the number of
NVBOTS printers in the field. If NVBOTS has customers all over the US, servicing will require
long and expensive trips. As an alternative, an outsourcing strategy may be pursued.
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This project involves identifying NVBOTS’ needs with regards to third party servicing companies,
and would result in making recommendations to NVBOTS. It could also build upon a previous
thesis written at NVBOTS on the topic of servicing and related costs [20].
Shipping
As NVBOTS expands its distribution to areas outside of Boston, its current shipping methods will
become ineffective. At present, printers are delivered by members of the sales or servicing teams
at NVBOTS. However, this will become infeasible when delivering to remote places in the US
since NVBOTS does not yet have the size to profit from economies of scale. A preferable strategy
may be to partner with a shipment company.
Additionally, NVBOTS does not have a structurally robust shipping container for safely shipping
its printers overseas. Different shipping strategies should be considered and compared.
3D Printed Parts
NVBOTS currently uses about 20 printed parts in its own NVPro printer. This has allowed the
engineering department to quickly make changes to the design. In addition, many of these parts
are complex and would be expensive to fabricate using alternative methods.
However, by relying on parts printed in house, NVBOTS exposes itself to some risks. Whenever
filament from a new batch is used, there are often problems of warping or other printing errors
caused by incorrect calibration. In addition, while printing with the NVPro requires little
supervision, it still requires an operator for parts of the process. For example, filament spools need
to be replaced after consumption, and some printed parts need post-processing.
There will be a point when it no longer makes sense to print all 20 parts. Instead, all or some of
these parts could be sourced from an external supplier. It is not certain when NVBOTS should
make this switch, but the current methods do cause disruptions on the production floor. In this
project, a cost benefit analysis would be done to determine when and if NVBOTS should switch
to conventional manufacturing methods for these parts.
Similar to the four examples above, other companies should identify practices that are difficult to
scale up. They should then decide whether it is worth it to continue using the same practices in the
future, or whether changes should be made.
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8.2.3 Product Overhauls
During a scale up, there are many additional tasks that require attention such as hiring and training
new employees, and expanding into new markets. Given such pressing priorities, it may be difficult
to manage an increase in the throughput of production alongside of implementation of engineering
changes to the product. This means that tasks such as major product overhauls are likely be
postponed until the later stages of the scale up. However, not making these changes can be costly
since it may become more expensive and complicated to make these changes later.
Releasing a major design revision of the product before scaling up should therefore be considered.
The main contender for this at NVBOTS would be a design for assembly project. There are many
instances of inconvenient and difficult assembly steps that sometimes require several tries to
perform correctly. This substantially increases the printer assembly time, which could adversely
affect the production rate during ramp up.
Significant improvements have already been made with the release of the RevG version of the
printer. This project is therefore not included with filament calibration, servicing or sales, all of
which will become excessively expensive if current practices are scaled up without modifications.
However, the points made are still important to note for other startups in similar positions.

8.2.4 Standard Operating Procedures and Engineering Change Orders
Standard Operating Procedures for production are in nascent stages. The lack of proper
standardization could impact the quality of printers by increasing variation among printers
assembled by different employees. If issues in printers arise, it may be difficult to track them to
their root causes and check if other printers have similar issues as well. In addition, one method of
doing a procedure may be significantly more efficient than another. It therefore makes sense to
standardize assembly procedures.
If a change is made to a part design or a method of assembly, it should be reflected in the SOPs.
However, these changes should not be implemented continuously. They should be batched
together, and released in sets. This implies that Engineering Change Orders will need to be
considered. Engineering Change Order is a term used to describe the system for making
engineering changes to a product.
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A startup is flexible, which is one of its greatest strengths as it allows for quick changes in the
product after receiving feedback. However, frequent changes are undesirable from a production
perspective as they cause disruptions. By standardizing the implementation of such changes
through Engineering Change Orders, the production floor will be minimally impacted while still
allowing the product design to be adjustable.
Addressing this problem area would involve implementing a system for the writing of new
procedures, and would also address Engineering Change Orders.

8.2.5 Problem Identification Summary
Section 8.2 gives some examples of issues that should be considered by startups to prepare to scale
up. The main points include defining quality, identifying practices that do not scale up easily,
considering product overhauls before scaling up, and defining SOPs and Engineering Change
Orders.
This section predominantly focused on manufacturing related obstacles. There will be many other
issues that should be considered. For example, it may not make sense to scale up if there is no
significant market opportunity. Additionally, the finances of a startup also need to be given
sufficient thought. Note that these concerns are not addressed here.
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Appendix A – Worker Utilization
This section introduces the concept of worker utilization as used in the models. It provides the
analysis of effects of random and deterministic up and down worker times. Finally, it provides
recommendations for worker utilization values to be used in the models.
Overview
In reality, it is unlikely that all the time of a worker is spent on production. Workers may be
required to attend meetings, file paperwork, et cetera. At NVBOTS, the production staff also
handles field servicing. Consequently, to closely replicate real life in the simulation models, the
assumption that 100% of worker time is available for production is incorrect.
The sub-100% utilization of workers is addressed in the models by using two variables – Mean
Time to Fail (MTTF) and Mean Time to Repair (MTTR). MTTF is the average time that a worker
spends on production, while MTTR is the average time that a worker spends outside of production.
Note that this worker utilization is not the same as worker efficiency. The worker utilization simply
refers to the fraction of total time that a worker is assigned to spend on production tasks.
Random versus Deterministic Up and Down Times
Workers can have either deterministic or random operational or non-operational times. Operational
time or up time refers to time spent on production. Non-operational time or down time refers to
time spent on non-production tasks. To study the effects of and compare these two methods, two
different demand scenarios (10 and 20 printers per month) and two worker utilization values (80%
and 90%) are analyzed.
All the cases are run for a pure Build to Order policy with three workers and batch size of three.
Service subassembly demands are kept low at five per month so that major trends observed are
due to printers and not due to service subassemblies. For details on the pure Build to Order policy,
readers are referred to van Grootel’s thesis [1].
For the deterministic case, up and down times are constants and are equal to MTTF and MTTR
respectively. The occurrence of first down times is kept the same at ten minutes for all three
workers, due to which all workers start and stop production together.
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For the random case, up and down times are exponentially distributed with means of MTTF and
MTTR values respectively. The occurrence of the first ‘down’ times for all three workers is
exponentially distributed with a mean of ten minutes.
Note that for all the plots, given a fixed worker utilization, the ratio of MTTF to MTTR for all data
points in a plot is the same. For example, for a worker utilization of 90%, the ratio of MTTF:MTTR
is fixed at 90:10. This means that if MTTF is 9 minutes, then MTTR would be 1 minute; if MTTF
is 9,000 minutes, then MTTR would be 1,000 minutes. MTTF varies from 9 to 10,800 minutes for
90% worker utilization utilization, and from 8 to 9,600 minutes for 80% worker utilization. In
essence, as MTTF increases, the system moves from short and frequent failures to long and
infrequent failures.
Avg Lead Time vs. MTTF for Random and Deterministic Up/Down
Times, Worker Utilization 90%
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Figure 41: Average lead time versus MTTF for random and deterministic up/down times.

Figure 41 shows variation of average lead time versus MTTF for demands of ten and 20 printers
per month with a worker utilization of 90%. It can be seen from the plot that there is a significant
difference in average lead times for random up/down times and for their corresponding
deterministic up/down times. This is because with deterministic times, all workers start and stop
production simultaneously. Additionally, the durations of their up/down times are also identical.
Consequently, there are no disruptions in production due to a worker being starved or blocked
because of another worker being down.
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This is not true with random up/down times. Now, the production start and stop times of workers
and durations of their up/down times are no longer identical. Since all of these times are now
random, there will now exist instances when a worker might be starved or blocked because of
another worker being non-operational, causing increased disruptions in production. There will
exist instances where the operational time of a worker is wasted because another non-operational
worker is holding up production somewhere else in the system.
Essentially, with random up and down times, the effective production time and capacity of the
system decreases, increasing average lead times. Consequently, there is a significant difference
between the average lead times for random and deterministic up/down times.
Figure 41 also shows that average lead time for random up/down times increases significantly for
both demands as MTTF increases from 9 to 10,800 minutes. This happens despite the ratio of
MTTF:MTTR being fixed at 90:10 since longer and infrequent disruptions to production are more
detrimental to performance compared to shorter and frequent disruptions. With longer and
infrequent disruptions, the potential for reduction in production capacity is greater because the
potential for starvation or blockage of workers increases.
The effect of increasing MTTF on average lead time exists even for deterministic up/down times,
although it is nowhere as drastic as for random up/down times. With deterministic up/down times,
production schedules of workers are synchronized, due to which instances of starvation or
blockage are not there. However, as MTTR increases, the chances that a demand will have to wait
after arrival are greater than those with low MTTR, thereby increasing the average lead times
slightly.
Since this effect is much weaker for deterministic up/down times, it is not immediately apparent
in Figure 41. Therefore, a sample plot of variation of average lead time with MTTF for
deterministic up/down times for demand of ten printers per month has been reproduced in Figure
42. The slight randomness in the plot appears to exist due to the randomness in operation times
and demand inter-arrival times.
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Avg Lead Time (min)
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Figure 42: Average lead time versus MTTF for deterministic up/down production times with demand of ten printers
per month and worker utilization of 90%.

Not surprisingly, all of these results are much more drastic for higher demands. As MTTF
increases, the effective system capacity with random up/down times reduces drastically. In fact, as
can be seen in Figure 43, beyond an MTTF of approximately 2,800 minutes marked by the dotted
line, the system capacity reduces so drastically that it is no longer able to meet demand and average
lead time shoots up. Note however, the average lead times for deterministic up/down times are not
affected as significantly, and its capacity is still able to meet demand, thereby keeping average
lead times low.
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Avg Lead Time vs. MTTF
Worker Utilization 80%, Demand 20/Month
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Figure 43: Average lead time versus MTTF for demand of 20 printers per month with worker utilization of 80%.
Beyond an MTTF of 2,800 minutes, average lead times shoot up.

Deterministic Up/Down Times with Offsets
The analysis for worker utilization with deterministic up/down times so far has been done
assuming that worker up and down times occur simultaneously. This means that either the entire
production line is operational or the entire line is halted. There is no overlap between a worker’s
up time and another worker’s down time.
Due to this, average lead times for deterministic up/down times presented so far represent the most
optimistic scenarios since there are no instances of a worker being starved or blocked due to
another non-operational worker. Consequently, the increase in the average lead times with
increasing MTTF for deterministic up/down times so far has been minimal.
However, if the workers are made to become non-operational at different times, then the average
lead time increases significantly even with deterministic up/down times. This can be seen in Figure
44, which shows the variation of average lead time versus MTTF for deterministic up/down times
with different first failure times.
An offset of zero minutes means that all three workers fail simultaneously, which is similar to the
base case that has been explored so far. An offset of 250 minutes means that the first worker fails
at zero minutes, the second worker at 250 minutes, the third worker at 500 minutes, and so on.
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As can be seen in Figure 44, the detrimental effects of increasing MTTF become more and more
significant as this offset increases from zero minutes to 500 minutes. This is because there is
greater and greater overlap of a worker’s up time with another worker’s down time, increasing
instances of starvation or blockage, and reducing the effective capacity of the system.
Avg Lead Time vs. MTTF for Deterministic Up/Down Times with
Offsets, Demand 10/Month, Worker Utilization 90%
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Figure 44: Average lead time versus MTTF for deterministic up/down times with zero and non-zero offsets between
workers’ up/down times. Note how the average lead time increases as the offset increases.

Conclusions
The analysis so far reveals that deterministic and random up and down times have drastically
different behaviors. Deterministic times grossly overestimate the goodness of a production line,
making them unfit to simulate real life production. In real life, it is unlikely that all workers on a
production floor would be required to complete production or non-production tasks for
deterministic and identical durations. Random times more closely resemble real life, and have been
used in the simulation models as well.
However, it might be useful for other manufacturing companies to note the degradation of lead
time performance associated with random up and down worker times. A takeaway from this
analysis is that companies should try to get the schedules of their workers as close to deterministic
up and down production times as possible.
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Additionally, average lead time increases as MTTF and MTTR increase due to reduced effective
capacity. In essence, long and infrequent failures are more detrimental to the performance of the
system than short and frequent failures. This effect is more drastic for higher demands and lower
worker utilizations. Consequently, shorter MTTF and MTTR times are preferred over longer ones.
For the purpose of the simulation models, a decision has to be made regarding absolute values of
MTTF and MTTR to be used for the models. For instance, for a worker utilization of 80%, a
decision among MTTF:MTTR values of 8:2 minutes versus 80:20 minutes versus 8000:2000
minutes, et cetera, has to be made. On a normal day at NVBOTS, the disruptions to schedules of
production workers (such as meetings, field servicing, et cetera) are of the order of hours instead
of minutes or days. MTTF and MTTR values are chosen to reflect this order of magnitude for
worker up and down times.
Given that a normal workday at NVBOTS consists of 8 workhours, it is reasoned that the sum of
MTTF and MTTR for any worker utilization would be 8 hours. For different worker utilizations,
these 8 hours would be split between MTTF and MTTR. For instance, for a worker utilization of
80%, MTTF would be 80% of 8 hours which is 384 minutes, while MTTR would be 20% of 8
hours which is 96 minutes. This rule has been used for worker utilizations in all the models.
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Appendix B – Inventory Model
This section presents the purpose and basic mechanics of a small scale simulation model built to
study two inventory policies – QR and Base Stock policies. For the actual analyses of these
inventory policies, readers are referred to Gokaram Narayana Murthy’s thesis [2].
Purpose of the Model and Basic Mechanics
In addition to the manufacturing policy models, an additional small scale simulation model is built
to study the QR and Base Stock inventory policies. Their actual analyses are detailed in Gokaram
Narayana Murthy’s thesis [2]. The author’s thesis only addresses the building and basic mechanics
of the QR and Base Stock inventory models.
Figure 45 shows a screenshot of the base inventory FlexSim model. The base model consists of
three major blocks – Inventory, Processing, and Sales. The Inventory block deals with simulating
the placement and processing of raw material orders depending upon the inventory policy used. It
is the main block of the model. The Processing block deals with the processing of raw material to
simulate use of raw material for producing finished goods inventory. The Sales block deals with
fulfilling demands when they arrive.

Figure 45: Screenshot of the base FlexSim inventory model. Features for QR and Base Stock inventory policies are
added to this base model.

The model tests inventory numbers for one Stock Keeping Unit (SKU) at a time based on demand.
To test for multiple SKUs, the model should be run with inventory numbers for each SKU
separately.
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To test the availability of raw material inventory for any SKU, the primary parameter is demand.
In other words, raw material inventory would not be significantly affected by production
parameters such as batch size or processing time. Consequently, a randomly selected mean
processing time of nine minutes is used for the analyses. Other processing times can also be used.
Batch size of production is kept at one. Note that this model has been developed for scenarios
where the SKU lead time is not greater than its review period, but the model can be adapted for
this change as well.
QR Policy
In the QR policy, order for an SKU of size Q is placed whenever its inventory level dips below a
pre-determined level known as the reorder point (R). The inventory level at reorder point is
expected to sustain demand until the previously placed order arrives after its lead time elapses.
The levers for this policy are order size (Q), raw material lead time, and reorder point (R). All
three levers are fixed for a run. Since demand is random, the times of placement of orders vary
depending on when the inventory level crosses the reorder point. Analysis of this policy can be
found in Gokaram Narayana Murthy’s thesis [2].

Figure 46: Inventory level of a hypothetical SKU ‘X’ in the QR policy. The reorder point of 20 is marked.

Figure 46 shows a sample plot of inventory level of a hypothetical SKU ‘X’ with the QR policy.
The reorder point is shown in green. X has an order size of 30, reorder point of 20, raw material
lead time of 4,800 minutes or ten workdays, and a mean monthly demand of 20 units.
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When inventory level crosses the reorder point, an order for 30 units is placed. This order arrives
after its lead time of 10 workdays elapses. Until then, inventory dips below reorder point level.
When the order arrives, inventory level jumps by 30 units, as shown in Figure 46. This cycle is
repeated every time inventory level crosses the reorder point.
Base Stock Policy
In the Base Stock policy, unlike the QR policy, order for an SKU is placed at fixed pre-determined
intervals known as review period. Additionally, the order size is no longer constant, but may be
different for each order, unlike the QR policy.
Various levers for this policy are raw material lead time, review period, safety stock level, base
stock level, and demand during raw material lead time. Whenever the review period elapses, the
order size is calculated as the sum of (difference between base stock level and current inventory
level) and (expected demand during raw material lead time). Analysis of this policy can be found
in Gokaram Narayana Murthy’s thesis [2].

Figure 47: Inventory level of a hypothetical SKU ‘Y’ in Base Stock policy. The base stock level of 50 and safety
stock level of 15 are marked.

Figure 47 shows a sample plot of inventory level of a hypothetical SKU ‘Y’ with the Base Stock
policy. The base stock level is shown in green while the safety stock level is shown in blue. Review
period is 9,600 minutes or 20 workdays, raw material lead time is 4,800 minutes or 10 workdays,
base stock level is 50 units, safety stock level is 15 units, and demand during raw material lead
time is 10 units.
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At 9,600 minutes, the first order with a size of (50 – current level of 32 units) plus 10 units of
demand during lead time is placed. This order of 28 units arrives after 4,800 subsequent minutes
of lead time, and increases the inventory level to a total 50 units. This cycle is repeated after every
9,600 minutes or 20 workdays of review period.
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